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Final Blast Of Spring Leaves
Lots Of Water, Some Damage
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wide strips of most highways in and
The adage, "Spring comes in like a
around Murray during the height of the
lion and goes out like a lamb," did not
storm drowning out the engines of
hold true this year for Murray or the
several cars that were caught in the
entire west Kentucky area.
downpour.
Although the calendar showed that
Wednesday,June 20, was the last day of
Trees were also reported downed
spring, heavy thunderstorms •laced
across US. Highway 641 North near
with scattered hail and high winds
Wiggins Furniture, Highway 94 East
prevented the season from ending
near Lake Stop Grocery, Highway 94
quietly.
West near the Oaks Road and at 9th and
According to John Ed Scott, local
Main Streets.
weather observer for the National
An oak tree estimated to be 125 years
Weather Service, 2.25 inches of rain fell
old was uprooted on the old Bub Vinson
during the storm which began in
farm off Highway 94 East.
Murray about 9:15 p.m.
Electricity was off in a large portion
Trees were downed across many
of Calloway County according to a
roads and highways in Calloway County
spokesman at the West Kentucky Rural
blocking or partially blocking traffic,
Electric Cooperative. The major
and one injury as a result of a downed
outages were in the east side of the
tree was reported. Thomas Sidney
county. The spokesman said that about
Smith,28, of Shady Oaks Trailer Court,
4,000 to 5,000 people were without power
was injured when the 1977 Harley
throughout the entire RECC system.
Davidson motorcycle he was riding hit
Crews worked through the. night
a tree that had fallen across US. Highrepairing the lines and at 11 a.m. today
way 641 South at the north city limits of
some countians still were without
Hazel.
electricity. The RECC spokesman said
Smith, who was treated and rgleased
that all power should be restored by
at the Murray-Calloway County
mid-afternoon.
Hospital, said that the tree fell across
the highway in front of him and he could
not avoid hitting it. He was headed
north.
• In another accident connected with
the storm, Mrs. Henry West of Route 1,
Murray, was treated and released at
the hospital after she lost control of her
car on the detour around the new bridge
By The Associated Press
being constructed on Highway 121
Stepped-up state police patrols were
North in the Coldwater bottoms.
ordered in Kentucky after two trucks
Damage was reported to a home
were kit by gunfire on interstate highowned by Linzy B. Beane on Highway
ways and tightening trucker blockades
ZSO when a tree fell through the roof into
cut gasoline and food supplies to some
the kitchen of the home. No one was
communities.
injured in the incident.
Increased state police patrols were
The winds ripped the roof off a trailer
ordered in the areas of London and
in a mobile home park on Highway 280
Corbin in southeastern Kentucky and
across from East Elementary School.
Owensboro and Henderson along the
At White's Camper Sales on Highway 94
Ohio River in the west — regions where
East, three campers were tipped over
the trucker shutdown has been felt most
and smashed into each other.
State and county highway crews `trongly in Kentucky.
State Police Commissioner Kenneth
worked during the night removing trees
Brandenburgh said in Frankfort
blocking several roadways. Four trees
Wednesday that troopers would
were downed across Highway 121
monitor
trucker activity and keep
South. One was about one-half mile
roads open for public travel.
north of New Concord, one about four
Police reported no strike-related
miles north of New Concord, one apactivity early today.
proximately one-half mile north of the
The shootings injured no one, and
Tennessee state line and one near the
police said they could not confirm they
Cherry Corner Road
were linked to the independent
Up to a foot or more of water covered
truckers' shutdown.
Both trucks belonged to Roadway
Transportation Co. One was traveling
north on Interstate 75 near London
about 1:30 a.m. when its radiator was
struciLby a bullet, said state police at
the London post.
The other was four miles south of
Campbellsburg
on 1-71 in northern
The Hubbard case stemmed from the
Kentucky when a shot from a passing
bitter primary in which the First
car shattered the rear window of the
District U.S. representative contineally
cab, state police at the la Grange post
administration.
He
denounced the state
reported.
also charged the investigation was
Offtcials said both drivers proceeded
politically motivated.
on their way after reporting the ift-The registry maintained its concidents. No arrests had been made
sistent refusal to release details on the
Trucker blockades hindered gasoline
probe, but chairman Foster Ockerman
and food deliveries into Somerset,
of Lexington did reveal that the inMonticello and other communities
formation which led to the investigation
,along Interstate 75 in southeastern
was not in the form of a sworn comKentucky.
plaint.
Truckers who had shut down dieselKyle Hubbard, brother of the
congressman, requested the hearing on
behalf of the Carroll Hubbard for
Governor Committee.
He asked that the Graves and
Breathitt commonwealth's attorneys
return the information sent to them by
the registry so a hearing could be
conducted and that Attorney General
Robert Stephens provide him with
details on any decision the registry took
earlier.
Ockerman said the attorney
general's office already has said such
disclosure is not required.

Luther Nance, assistant superintendent of the Murray Electric System,
said that only two transformers were
down in the city.
A spokesman at the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative' reported
that they had several poles and wires
down and were receiving many service
calls.
Several boat docks at Cypress Bay in
Tennessee were severely damaged
°during the storm.
Elsewhere in the area, no injuries
were reported when what authorities
described as a tornado apparently
touched down in the rural Ballard
County community of Lovelaceville.
The twister came on the tail of a
Wednesday afternoon thunderstorm
which dumped an estimated two inches
of rain on some areas in a three-hour
-Period.
One unoccupied mobile home was
destroyed and some trees, power and
telephone lines were knocked down by
high winds. Some minor flooding was
reported in low-lying areas along
creeks and streams.
State Trooper Steve Perry said he

sighted the tornado, describing it as
"first appearing to be a small spiral
white cloud."
Whitey Elliott of the Lovelaceville
area said he watched the tornado from
the window of his home.
"I could see things being sucked up in
the cloud....It wasn't dark like I expected it to be. The cloud just seemed to
sit still tearing up things for about five
minutes," Elliott said.
Another funnel cloud was reported
west of Paducah shortly after the
Lovelaceville sighting, and still another
twister was later reportedly seen over
Livingston County.
In a related incident, Benton had a
problem today with too much gasoline
in the wrong place.
The severe thunderstorm Wednesday
night washed five gasoline tanks out of
the ground at a Benton bulk tank. The
tanks overturned and spilled about
5,000 gallons of the fuel.
A _representative of the state fire
marshal's office was on the scene and
ordered no smoking in the northern
sections of town. Traffic also was
rerouted in some areas.

Stepped-Up Police Patrols Are
Ordered After Gunfire At Trucks

AFTERMATH OF STORM — Heavy thunderstorms with high winds and
scattered hail swept through the county Wednesday night. (Top photo)
Ray Gunther's trailer, in a mobile home park on Highway 280, had the roof
ripped off. No one was insured. (Middle photo) Three campers at White's
Camper Sales on Highway 94 East were blown into each other.(Bottom
photo) A car driven by Mrs. Henry West ran off the detour around the new
bridge on Highway 121 North in the Coldwater bottoms. Mrs. West was
treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Staff Photos By Matt Sandets

Election Registry Cracks Down
On Candidates Tardy In Filings
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky-. (AP) — Backed
by a recent Kentucky Court of Appeals
decisiop, the state Registry of Election
Finance has decided to crack down on
candidates who are tardy in filing preelection reports.
It voted Wednesday to sue to void the
TIOITff nations of an Owensboro legislator
and Paducah city commissioner
candidate because they filed their
financial reports late.
The watchdog agency also turned
down a request by Congressman
Carroll Hubbard for a full hearing on
allegations that he violated the election
law while an unsuccessful Democratic
candidate for governor.
Instead, action on the information
will be up to the commonwealth's attorneys of Graves and Breathitt
counties, where the registry forwarded
it weeks ago.

today's index
Two Sections-20 Pages
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
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chance
of
rain
A chance of rain tonight with
lows in the 60s to low 70s. Rain
diminishing
Friday
and
becoming partly sunny with
highs in the mid to upper 80s.
Winds southwesterly to 15 mph.
Rain chances 50 percent tonight
and. 30 percent Friday.

The registry decided to go to court to
void the nominations of Rep. David E.
Boswell, a Democratic incumbent
without opposition either last May 29 or
in the November election, and Robert
AsColeman, who won the non-partisan
primary in Paducah.
The agency was bolstered legally by
an appellate court decision a few weeks
ago which said that henceforth the
judges will declare that all winners who
did not file their financial data in time
are to forfeit office.
The usual practice was to allow such
delinquent candidates to submit the
required fiscal data before they took
office.
Altogether, 20 candidates were either
delinquent or tardy in the two preprimary reports required during the
past primary, and John Craig, the
registry's executive director, said the
rate is showing some improvement.
However, Boswell and Coleman were
victors, and thus Wednesday's decision
by the registry was a key move.
The registry plans to flle suit in the
circuit courts of jurisdiction.

fuel pumps at truck stops in the
Owensboro and Henderson areas in
western Kentucky in recent days
carried their protest to Evansville, Ind.
Trucks were parked at various places
along 1-75 and other major arteries
leading into Pulaski, Wayne and
Russell counties. The drivers flagged
down other trucks and informed the
drivers of their aims.
Monticello Mayor Carl Shearer said,
''They're about to close us down. Most
of our stations are out of gas ... There is
virtually no movement of grocery
items."
He said Monticello's Belden Wire and
Cable plant might have to close because
it was receiving no raw materials and
had no way to ship products.
In Pulaski County, motorists crowded
gasoline stations to fill their tanks
Tuesday and many stations were out of
gas Wednesday. Others reported scanty
supplies.
Crude oil deliveries to Somerset
Refinery, which supplies gasoline for
stations in a wide area of southeast-Kentucky, were cut off, and vice
president Cy Waddle said refining
might have to be halted.
"I hope this thing is over before we
have to shut down," he said.
Oscar Hornsby, area distributor for
Standard Oil, said he had no idea when
tank trucks could get through with
gasoline for the Standard Oil bulk plant
at Somerset, which serves more than
1,030 Standard and other outlets between the Kentucky-Tennessee.line and
the Lincoln-Rockcastle county line.
Russell County Judge-Executive
Terril Flanagan said gasoline supplies
were running low in his county as well.
In western Kentucky, about 10 coal
haulers drove in from Madisonville in
an effort to close all the truck stops in

the area of the Pennyrile Parkway and
U.S. 41, said Steve Wagoner of
Madisonville.
He said truckers were blocking two
coal-loading docks at Sebreg that
normally dispatch 150 trucks each day.
"It's our understanding that no truck
stops are open from right here south to
the other side of Nashville," Wagoner
said.
Also blocked were diesel pumps at
the Union 76 Truck Stop and the NorthSouth Truck Stop in Robards.
Most Henderson pumps were
operating Wednesday after a shutdown
that lasted about a day.
In Owensboro, independent owneroperators decided to Wait until Thursday morning before taking a strike
vote. Spokesman Joe Voyles said the
truckers opted,to wait and see whether
the Fraternal Association of Steel
Haulers and the Teamsters union vote
to support the strike.
Some independent gasoline chains in
the Louisville area said they might soon
Hifi-out of gas because of the truckers'
shutdown.

Hospital Board To
Meet This Evening
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board will hold its regularly
scheduled meeting at 7:15 tonight in the
hospital board room, according to
Stuart Poston, administrator.
Items on the aida include review of
the building program, review of
financial statements, review of the
hospital's self-insurance program,
consideration for the purchase of new
X-ray equipment and a report of the
Joint Committee on Accreditation of
Hospital's recent visit.

Senate Deals Setback
To TVA's Regionalism
WASHINGTON (API
The Senate
has dealt a 'setback to efforts to
guarantee regional representation on
the Tennessee Valley Authority board
of directors, according to Sen. Wendell
Ford, 1)-Ky.
An amendment sponsored by Ford to
expand the TVA board membership _
from three to five and to require that at
least three of the appointees be
residents'of the TVA service area was
rejected Wednesday 58-33, Forit'a office
said.
The amendment vote came during
consideration of broader legislation,
that would double TVA's borrowing,
authority from $15 billion to $30 billion.
"I am disappointed that we lost, but
there are at least two options left that
I'm considering," the' Kentucky

Democrat said. Ford said one alter
native is to ask for a hearing on tee
legislation after the August recess. The
other is to try to gain Senate approval
by attaching the amendment to another
bill.
"I don't think that the board can have
a complete understanding of exactly
what needs are foremost within the
region unless representation from the
region is guaranteed," Ford said in a
news release. "My.amendment would'
correct this obvious sherteoriiiririttr—
aesure that the people of the region
have a say in those activities which are
so vital to their future."
Ford said the legislation doublmg
TVA's borrowing authority to 630 billion
See TVA,
Page 12-A, Column 1
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manager Leto' Doyle, Bryan Doyle, 6-month-old son of Doyle; Doyle's brother. Lawrence, Murray Fire Chief Jackie
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a
Group Inc. shopping center dever?ers; and be Monition, director of K mart's group nine stores.
;
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Lathes Day Events Planned
Wednesday At Murray Club
Special ladies day events ladies, tennis will be at 9130
will be held a- t the Murray a.m. with Sheila Grogan and
Country Club on Wednesdays Edwina
Simmons
as
June 27.
hostesses.
The ladies day luncheon will
Faira Alexander will be
be served at 12 noon and hostess for golf play at 9:30
persons should make reser- a.m.
vations by Monday, June 15,
Bridge will be played at 9:30
by calling Judy Carroll, a.m.
chairman of the hostesses.
Other hostesses will be
Doris Cella, Joy Waldrop,
Lashlee Foster, Mary Moore
Lassiter, Norma Frank,
Frances Matarazzo, Rebecca
West, Lanette Thurman,
Wilke Farless, Betty Scott, San
Marino, a country
Annette Gordon, Sally Crass, surroundsad by Italy, is
said
and Leta Rushing.
_
to be (be world's oldest
and
special
A
guest day for the
smallest republic.
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Butterworth And Potts Vows
Are Read At Concord Church
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M.iss, Christina
Tina
Miss Marla Carli, Lake Mary,
Butterworth, daughter of Mr.
Fla., and Susan Lee, Brevard,
and Mrs. Charles Butterworth
N. C. Mrs. John Carli, Lake
of Longwood, Fla., and Keith
Mary, as in charge of the
Alan Skinner, son of Mr. and
punch Wwls with Miss Carol
Mrs. Larry D. Potts of Nitro,
McKay, Maitland, Fla., and
W. Va., were united in
Miss Lisa Lipford, Memphis,
marriage in a candlelight
Te , presiding.
ceremony on Friday, June 15,
Th
ser ing at the
at 7:30 p.m. at the Cicord
reception
a e long dresses
Strq-et Church of Christ,
and token corsages of
Orrando, Fla.
miniature white-orchids. Mrs.
The bride is the grandBert Hanson and Mrs. Walter
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hamilton, Orlando, Fla.,
Walter Conner of Murray, and
greeted the guests as they
of Mr. and Mrs. t. R. Butarrived.
terworth of Lyhn Grove.
After the reception the
Grandparents of the groom
bridal couple left for a wedare Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
ding trip to New Smyrna
Moore, Mrs. Arthur Skinner,
Beach, Fla., for several days,
and Mrs. Harry Potts, all of
add then to Williamsburg, Va..
Paducah.
before arriving in Charleston,
Gentry M. Stults, Daytona
W. Va., where they will live
Beach, Fla., long time friend
this sununer.
of the bride's family, ofMr. Skinner is a graduate of
ficiated at the double ririx,_
David Lipscomb College,
ceremony. The altar was
Nashville, Tenn. The couple
decorated by Randy Knight,
will be,..at home this fall in
his gift to the bride. It featured
Cookeville, Tenn., where Mr.
potted green plants, ferns and
Skinner is in the chemical
three spirting candle holders
engineering school at Tenwith two large arrangements
nessee Tech University, and
of multi colored summer
Mrs. Skinner is a transfer
Keith
Alan Skinner
flowers and candles.
student from David Lipscomb.
• Mrs. Randy Knight, pianist,
--headpiece made with the as flower girl. Her dress was She will be a junior in the
presented a selection of
French import Pace and pearl fashioned similar to the at- physical education departwedding music chosen by the
ment at Tech.
inserts to match that of the tendants in blue quina•crepe.
couple. Don Stanford, NashAmong the many out of town
dress and featured the chapel
The groom chose Dave
ville, Tenn., lifetime friend of
veil. She carried a bouquet of Garman of Lexington, former guests were Mr. and Mrs. C.
the bride, sang "Sun Rise,Sun
white orchids and baby's college roommate, as his best R. Butterworth, Lynn Grove;
Set," accompanied by Mrs.
breath.
man. Groomsmen were Chris the Bill Skinner family, Mr.
Knight, prior to the mothers
Mrs. Chris Butterworth, Butterworth, Tallahassee, and Mrs. Jewell Crenshaw,
being seated. Mr. Stanford
sister-in-law of the bride, was Fla., brother .of the bride; Mrs. Arthur Skinner, and Mr.
accompanied himself on the
the
matron of honor. Scott Saunders, Nashville, and Mrs. Charlie Moore, all of
guitar as he sang "The
Bridesmaids were Gena Nick- Tenn.,
former
college• Paducah; Dr. and Mrs. Louis
Wedding Song•!' after the
man, .Longwood, Fla., -high roommate; Paul Nance, Boyd, Athens, Ga.; Mr. and
bride's mother was seated:
school friend, Stephanie' Nashville, Tenn., family• Mrs. John Let, Brevard, N.
Following the exchange of
Howard, Nashville, Tenn., friend; and Hal Skinner, C.; Mr. andMrs. Lonnie
vows and while the bridal
and
college roommate, and Paducah, cousin of the groom. Stanford
couple lighted the unity
eff'
Melissa and Lori Potts, Nitro, They were attired in Navy Tallahassee, -Fla.; Mr. and
candle, he sang "One Hand,
Mrs: Buck Johnson, Atlanta,
W. Va., younger sisters of the Regency formal wear.
One Heart" accompanied by
Four year old Brent But- Ga.
groom.
Mrs. Knight. .
Rehearsal Dinner
The attendants' dresses te r w orth,
Tallahassee,
Bride's Dress _
The groom's parents enwere of blueberry quina nephew of the bride, was the
The bride, recipient of her
ring bearer. He wore the Ivory tertained the wedding party
matron of honor's wedding crepe. Each dress featured a
fitted bodice with self ruffles Royale formal wear identical and a number of out of town
dress, was escorted by her
that formed a cap sleeve to that worn by the groom. s, guests at a rehearsal dinner
father and given in marriage
Miss Robin Goff, Longwood, held June 14 at The Willoubys
coming
to a point at the waist
by her parents. The dress was
front and back and long full childhood friend of the bride, Open Hearth Restaurant in
fashioned in .the candlelight in
flowing skirt. Each attendant kept the guest book. Miss Orlando.
color with full chapel train.
colorful Beverly Hanson, Orlando,
carried
a
The bodice had a scooped
arrangement of lavendar Fla., lifetime friend of ,the
front and back neckline made
bride, handed out printed
of French import Chantilly orchids, yellow asters, pink
programs
to the guests which
carnations,
white
roses,
and
lace with pearl inserts and the
baby's breath, arranged by included an original poem
full leg of mutton lace sleeves
written by the groom to his
Artist Bryan Hunaker.
with satin bows at the cuffs.
Singles Unlimited will have
Five year old Melissa bride.
The bride chose her own
a picnic at the New CityJohnson, Atlanta, Ga.. served
Reception
•
County Park on Monday, June
A reception was held
25,
at 6:30 p.m.
following the wedding at the
The picnic will be at the
Color Passports and
Sorosis House in Orlando.
pavillion by the old courthouse
ID's While You Wait
The bride's chosen color of
in the park. Each one is to
blue was carried throughout
bring food for the picnic. •
Weddings•Portrairs-Fromes
the wedding. The wedding
This organization is for all
table featured a flowing blue
adults over 18 years of age
water fountain under the
who are single by reason of
decorated (our tier wedding
separation, divorce, death, or
cake topped with a miniature
never having been .married.
bride and groom statuette.
The
group meets every other
him i'mt-essing
Mrs.
Robert
Moore,
Monday night usually at the
I 18 So. 12111 • 71.3-11113.3
Orlando, served the wedding
First United Methodist
cake. She was assisted by
Church.

Singles Unlimited
frill-Hold Picnic

Artcraft
Photography

Final plans have been
completed by Miss Julia Carol
Outland, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. James D. Outland of
Murray, and Walter R. Jones
III, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
R. Jones, Jr., also of Murray,
for their.wedding on Saturday,
June 23, at 6:30 p.m. in the
sanctuary of the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
John Dale will officiate at
the ceremony, and Ron
Hampton will present the
music.
Miss Outland has chosen
Miss Gay Alexander as her
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
will be Miss Debbie Emerson
and Miss Gina Jones, sister of
the groom-elect. Miss Julie
Bartlett will serve as junior
bridesmaid
and
Miss
Stephanie Bartlett as flower
girt
Mr. Jones has chosen Mike
Outland as his best- man.
Groomsmen will be Keith
Tabers and Craig Salter.
David Outland, brother of the
bride-elect, will serve as

junior groomsman. Kenny
Jackson and Jay Kaneta,
cousins of the groom-elect,
will serve as ushers.
Mrs. Joe Piscatelle will
preside at the guest register.
A reception will follow at the
Murray Woman's Club House
with Misses Janie Flora,
Sharon Fandeich, Amy
Harrison, Sherri Alequarth,
and Mesdames Eddie Rollins,
Piscatelle,
Joe
Gerry
Requarth, and Kenny Collins
serving the guests.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
AU GRATIN
"Au gratin" comes from the
french word for "Scratch.'
The culinary term refers to
the golden brown crest
formed on the surface of a
soup or casserole topped with
eighter grated cheese or bread
crumbs and butter and cooked
in the oven or under the
broiler.

C.B. Club Elects
Officers For Year
Hawley Bucy was elected president of the Blue GrassState
C. B. Club at the annual election of officers held Monday,
June 18, at the club hall.
Other officers elected were Billy.Green, vice president;
Ruth Turner, recording 'secretary; Velda Huey, treasurer;
Billie Henry, corresponding secretary.
Harold Turner will be activities director with Louise
Patton as his assistant. Named to the board of directors were
Gene Roberts, Roy Henry, Jackie Hale,and Howard Bucy. J.
I. Patton and Sheila Tidwell were elected as sergeants at
arms.
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AT SYNOD—Miss Becky Hough was elected to
Synod of the
Western Kentucky Union Presbytery at the
The Synod
Covenant meetings in Wooster, Ohio, June 18 to 22.
Indiana. and
of the Covenant includes the states of Kentucky,
church,
Michigan, antis a judicatory above the local
president of
Session, and the Presbytery. Miss Hough is the
sings in the
the First Presbyterian Church Youth Group,
She is the
choir, and has assisted in Vacation Church School.
Drive,
Kirkwood
Hough,
Al
Mrs.
and
Dr.
of
daughter
Murray.

eat_ -A611..
By Abigail Van Buren

This Broken
-Engagement Is A
Compound Fracture
DEAR ABBY: This problem concerns my son. Two years
ago he was engaged to marry a girl he had been crazy about
for years. They were both 21. Then she ran off and married
an older man (30) she'd known only a few weeks.
My son was brokenhearted. He couldn't eat or sleep. lost
20 pounds and walked around in a daze for months.
Then he met a lovely girl who raised his spirits and made
him feel that life was worth living again. They planned to announce their engagement. this month and marry in
September.
Out of the blue, his old girlfriend called to say she and her
husband were separated. She said she made a terrible
mistake, she still loves my son and wants to pick up where
they left off.
My son saw her, and is now considering dropping the girl
who brought him out of the dumps and going back with the
girl who broke his heart.
What should I do?
HIS MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: He should do what he wants to do. And
you should offer no advice unless he asks for it. And neither
will I.
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine being treated for a skin
condition told me that her doctor gave her a "word association test" in which he used some very filthy words which
made her most uncomfortable.
She is an elderly widow who has raised several children.
She is not a prude, but she said she is not accustomed to
hearing language like that. Another friend (also elderly) told
me that she went to this same doctor for her nerves, and he
used sierne very vulgar language with her, too. She said she
was so disgusted she never went hnek.
Abby, is this something neWiii the practice of medjcine?
What can be done about it?
A FRIEND IN OSWEGO, .N.Y.
DEAR FRIEND: This kind of "treatment" strikes me as
most unconventional. If • patient feels that a doctor has
behaved in an unprofessional or unethical manner, that doctor should be reported to the ethics committee of his county
or state medical society.
DEAR ABBY: Some of us older folks don't move as fast as
we used to. so you'd be doing us big favor if you would pass
this suggestion on to those responsible for the sound effects
on TV programs. When a telephone rings, I wish they'd use
a more unique sound, such as a buzzer, or a beeping sound
that is- common in European phones. Anything but the
familiar telephone bell most of us have at home.
Frequently while watching TV, I've struggled out of my
easy chair to answer my phone to discover that it wasn't
ringing at all. It was a Tinging phone on the television!
.
ARTHRITIC ARTHUR
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ARIES IN GARDEN CITY": The
person who says he isn't interested in politics is like a
drowning man who says he isn't interested in water.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, congratulations or thank you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $1 and • long,
d envelope to Abby: 132
stamped 128 centsi, self add
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

6-11-79
Newborn Admissions
Baby Boy Tabers, Rt. 1, Box
115, Kirksey, Baby Girl
Moser, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Baby
Girl Wright, Rt. 5 Pans, Tenn.
Dismissals
Lula Mae Robertson, 308
South 4th Murray, Hazel I.
Johnson, Rt. 2 Box 252,
Murray, John C. Williams,
1503 Parklane, Murray, Billie
Jo McKendree, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Jessie Shoemaker, 1513
Henry, Murray, Edna J.
Miller, 1621 Martin Chapel
Rd., Murray, Lea Nan Morton, Rt. 1 Box 761, Hardin,
Sarah A. Edwards, 1307 Vine,
Murray, Betty J. James, 713
West North, Mayfield, Gail A.
Poole, Rt. 4, Box 158, Murray,
Roger D. Jones, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Temple R. Wesson, CR Box
312, New Concord, Fleda Kay

803 Olive St., Benton, Mrs.
Peggy Mills, Rt. 1, Ilardin,
Lloyd D. Parker, P.O. Box 14,
New Concord, Harvey Pritchett, Box 2, Dexter, Charles
E. Pickering, Rt. 5, Benton,
Lodge, Murray.
Cynthia Sawyers, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Elizabeth S.
6-12-79
Wilson, 317 N. 5th, Murray,
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Charles
605
Barnett,
DISMLSS ALS
Sycamore, Murray, 0. M.
Miss Pamela J. Anderson, McReynolds, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
105 So. 12th, Murray, Glin C Jake Niccum, Rt. 5, Murray,
Christopher, 16 Morning Side, Mis. Olive V. Steele, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lottie Murray.
Duncan, RL 1, Dexter, Mrs
Becky M. Easley and Baby
Boy, RI. 1, Murray, Mrs. V
Carol Engligh, 1112 Ridgeway,
Mayfield, David A. Fox, Rt. 8,
.. BENTON PATIENT
Murray, Mrs. Margie
Irvan, Rt. 3, Benton, William ...Hiram Smith of Kirksey was
H. King, Rt. 2, Troy, Term., dismissed June -10 from the
Mrs. Patricia L. Lovett, Rt. 3, Marshall County Hospital,
Murray, Mrs. Dixie J. Melton, Benton.

Greet -RI. 1 Box 244, Kirksey,
Ivan Wilson, Rt. 2 Hazel, John
T. Stafford, Rt. 5, Box 694,
Murray, Hellen Callahan
t expired), Fern Terrace

4.

40IND

-

Famous-name Styles!

with Their

iiMQ)44101,1Sitt
All

SRMHTS

PEDIATRICS GET TOYS—Brandi Odom, patient, enjoys
one of the many Fisher Price toys which the Xi Alpha Delta
Chaper of. Beta Sigma Phi donated to the Pediatrics Unit of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The toys were one of
the service projects of the chapter this past year. Barbara
Williams served as chairman of the service committee.

,,Noweloptemtwommeausur.
Current-season Styles!

SHOE
SALE

Bra/Girdle
ss
Dre
SALE!
Sale!
BUY NOW!
SAVE UP TO

20%

OUR REGULAR
38.00 TO 78.00

REGULAR
VALUES TO 47.00

OFF

AND MORE!
3 OFF
/
1 4 TO 1
/

Styles by Vanity Fair, Maidenform, Playtex, Warners. Hurry in and save while'the selection is at its
best. Bright's on the Court Square.

Hurry in and Save on current-season shoes from our
regular stock. Buy several and save now!

Friday Night 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Downtown Murray!

MOONLIGHT MADNESS
The following items go on sale 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Friday!

Long Dresses
OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

NOW

1/2

PRICE

Lingerie Sale
Famous-names. Val. to 36.00

1 /4 T01 /2 OFF
Summer Jewelry
All Styles Except Monet

NOW

1/3

OFF

ASSORTED STYLES AND COLORS

NOW

Summer Items
2 Price
1
20% Off,./

COLE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cole
of Route 2, Springville, Tenn.,
announce the brith of a baby
Daniel,
Jeremiah
boy,
weighing seven pounds 11'1
ounces, born on Thuraday,
June 14, at the MurrayCalloway County Hnspital.
The mother is the /former
Cindy Bain.

Beautiful summer
o
styles. Save nw!

Knit Tops/Shirts

They've Gone Mad!!

ENSHIP BOY
Maj. and Mrs. James E
Blankenship of Dover are the
parents of a baby boy, Scott
Robect, weighing nine pounds
15 ounces, born on Thursday,
June 14.
The mother is the former
Jean Morris. They have two
other children, Dina and
Jimmy.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. J. Blankenship and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Morris, Jr., all of Puryear,
Term.

1/3

OFF

Sunglasses

Billfolds

Assorted Styles
Values to 8.00

Our regular
values to 6.00

Browsabout Shoes

Misty Harbor

REGULAR 16.00 TO 18.90

ALL MISTY HARBOR RAINCOATS

217,1"

NOW

goo
NOW IV

OFF

All Swimsuits

Robes/Loungewear

BUY SEVERAL TONIGHT'

ENTIRE STOCK

NOW

1/4

OFF

REGULAR 9.00 TO 15 00

,

NOW

„„.
Ws,-•

The
504 Main

Galore

L.0441

Low- priGe5

Youth Shop
153-9887

199

Shop Friday
9:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

40%

OFF

Halters/Camisole Tops Jeans/Fashion Pants
VALUES TO 28.00

Regular 3.00 to 10.00

NOW

99 TO699

1/3

OFF

Straw Hats

SCARVES

UMBRELLAS

SHOES

Including beach hats
Our entire stock!

Solids and prints in
oblong & squares.

Assorted Styles
Values to 8.00

Special Group
Values to 37 00

Begi,ns Friday Morning 9 00 am

399

OF

Terry Tops & Shorts

OUR ENTIRE STOCK!

1/4

/4

NOW

OFF

Summer Handbags
NOW

OFF

1/3 OFF

1/2 PRICE

RIGITS

4"

599

Shop Friday
9:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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Murray-Calloway County Swim Team members who
qualified for the Swim Meet at Bowling Green will meet at
!‘ 12:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Park Pool on
Friday, June M. The bus will depart at 1 p.m. sharpe for the
; meet.
/The bus fee will be $4 per person. Each one should bring a
sack lunch or extra money to cover the dinner meal.
The Bowling Green Meet will start at 4 p.m. and finish at
'approximately 7 p.m. The bus is scheduled to arrive back at
the park pool between 10:30 and 11 p.m., a team officer said.

-s

FAMILY SHOE STORE
MOONLIGHT MADNESS
SPECIALS
Store Wide

OPEN FRI. JUNE 22nd 9 a.m.
Murray, Ky.
510 Main St.
Until _....?

OPEN NIGHTS 'TIL 9
I
o
t
f
o
i
SUNDAY 1 TO 6
. . CENTRAL SHOPPING . . .

6-13-79
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Harold Arnold Gill, Rt. 2,
Box 145, Hazel, Mrs. Dorothy
B. Halley, 1619 Cardinal Dr.
Murray, Mrs. Gloria D.
Johnsois, 191 1 Westwood
Murray, James G. Murdock,
P. 0. Box 124 Lynnville,
Darrell L Rowland, Box 135
Murray, Mrs. Jennifer G.
Scarbrough, Rt. 2 Box 222
Buchanan, Tenn., 011ie V.
Tidwell, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Mrs. Valerie I.
Evans, Rt. 1 Box 165 A Hazel,
Mrs. Brenda L Jones, Rt. 2
Box 205 Murray, Mrs. Mamie
Jones ( expired), 303 S. 5th St.,
Murray.

PATIENT AT BENTON
Dismissed June 13 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Cynthia Reynolds
of Kirksey.
POWER FLOW
The amount of power'
coming to your house fluctuates during peak use times
of the day, so microwave
cooking times may have to be
extended during these daily
power drains.

CENTER

Teresa GadiCunningharn
and Danny R. Richerson
Mr. and Mrs. Ted M. Cunningham of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Teresa Gail, to Danny R. Richerson, son of Glenn H.
Richerson and Ms. Jean Richerson of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Harrell Broach and
the late Mavis Jones Broach; and of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Quriningham, all of Murray.
Miss Cunningham is a 1977 graduate of Murray High School
and has recently completed her sophomore year at Murray
State University.
Mr. Richerson is the grandson of Mrs. Mary Stone
Richerson and the late Ralph Richerson of Hazel; and of Ms.
Lorene tlay of Murray.
The groor4-elect is a 1977 graduate of Murray High School,
and is presently employed with South Central Bell Telephone
Company.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 4,
at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. A reception will follow
the ceremony.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and the
reception.

STOCK
400.DRESSES
10R,
S, HALF

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 22,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out whatthe stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth

/All
I
Spring
Summer
8
Merchandise
(Except
Large Selection
Jeans &
Swim Suits)

*

Pants

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
'If you're worried about a
career venture, others will be
happy to lift your spirits.
Local jaunts should prove
highly pleasurable.
,TA.URUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) bo=
A good day to pick up objets
d'art and other items that will
beautify the home A touch of
inspiration marks work
projects
GEMINI
I May 21 te June 20)
Your optimism coupled with
charm will bring you admiration from others. Your
laughter is contagious and
good times result.
CANCER -June 21 to July 22)
You're liable to learn of a
bargain now. The information
you'll keep to yourself.
Perhaps, you're planning a
pleasant
surprise
for
someone?
LEO
(July 23 toAug. 22)-41W:
Kecept invitations.
Meetings with friends may
lead to a romantic introduction.
Others
are
receptive. Share opinions with
them.
VIRGO
_(AM. 23 to Sept. 22).WP t-t,h
self-4W)TITWVitalt —
a smile for career success.
Mixing business with pleasure
may lead to financial benefits.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22i
Weekend travel has a
romantic note. Attendance at
group functions with friends
leads to pleasant times for all
concerned.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Business success coupled
with a successful romantic
encounter should make this a
special time. Joint financial
benefits possible.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Forget about upsetting
trifles, and follow affectionate
lead of close ones. Socialimg
enhances existing ties of
friendship.
CAPRICORN
Dee. 22 to Jan. 191V
Others are especially
cooperative on the work
scene. Soft-pedal criticism of
loved ones. Be satisfied with a
productive work day.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb.
Things don't have to pay off
in cash to be rewarding.
Capitalize on creativity for the
sheer fun of it. Favorable p.m.
vibes' for romance.
PISCES
u
Feb. 10 to.Mar.,20i 7N,.(e3d,
Invite others over for a
party. Don't take close one's
nit-picking to heart. The
climate is right at work for
progress.

)ergic-V

*Terry Cloth
Cover-Ups, Dresses, Shorts

Famous name nationally advertised
mix and match sportswear. Choose
from • Pants • Tops • Shirts • Skirts
and Shorts.
Reg. to 22"

ROMPERS

7

Terry & cotton knit rompers
for cool comfort.
Reg. 1599

SHORT SETS

7

st 2 pc. terry & cotton knit short
sets for summer fun. Reg. to 1890

T-TOPS
Great variety of colors, styles,
and patterns.
Reg. Co 12"

SHORTS
White and Kakhi
in all popular sizes.

SWIMSUITS

,yj

7

Sensational 1 and 2 pc. swim
:
suits for sun & fun: Reg. to 22"

HANDBAGS
Canvas handbagsfoLcasuai
& beachwear.

3

Reg. 12°'

LINGERIE
Famous name nationally advertised
pretty pastel gowns and coats in
cottons and nylon for cool comfort on
hot summer nights.
Reg. to 20"
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Mrs. Keith Skinner Is
Feted, Bridal Events
Mrs. Keith Alan Skinner, the
former Christina Butterworth,
was complimented prior to
her wedding with several
prenuptial events. She is the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Conner of Mw-ray
and Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Butterworth of Lynn Grove.
Parents of the couple are Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Butterworth
of Longwood, Fla., and Mr
and Mrs. Larry D. Potts,
Nitro, W. Va.
A miscellaneous shower was
hosted by Mesdames Bert
Hanson, Walter Hamilton,
Ernest Bowker, Robert
Moore, and E. A. Howard, all
of Orlando, Fla.

Thursday, June 21
Disco will be at Kenlake
Hotel from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight with MUSK" by Michael
B. Dtsco show. Disco instructions will be given by the
staff and admission is free.

man in her home in Wedkiva
Estates, Longwood, Fla. The
group presented the bride with
a special gift.
The bridesmaids luncheon
was given by Mrs. John Carli
in her country home in Lake
Mary on June 14. Guests included the wedding attendants, mothers of the bride
and groom,flower girl and her
mother, the bride's grandmother, Mrs. C. R. Butterworth, and the bride's aunt,
Mrs. Louis Boyd, Athens,Gla.

Mrs. Edwards
Hostess For
Open House

Mrs, Don MacMillan was
hostess for a coffee in her
Mrs. William Edwards
Sweetwater Oaks home,
entertained with an open
poolside.
house at her home on Murray
A luncheon for the bride and Route 7 for persons extending
her mother was held—at the courtesies te her daughter,
Bombay Restaurant, Winter Miss Karen Edwards, June
Par, Fla., by Mrs. Torn Moses 23rd bride-elect of Brad
and daughters, Mrs. Nathan BeTeller, on Fridifinotning,
Jorgensen and Mrs. Roger June 8.
The refreshment table was
Hagood.
overlaid with an ecru linen
cloth and was centered with a
Mrs. George Austin entertained the bride and her brandy sniffer with floating
mother at a luncheon in her magnolia leaves. Ham and
biscuits, sausage balls, cheese
lakeside home. Those in atball with crackers, do-nut
tendance were neighborhood
holes, and coffee were served
girl friends the bride grew up
from
silver appointments.
with and their mothers.
Her many gifts were
displayed for viewing..
An informal get-to-gether of
Approximately 20 guests
her high school girl friends
called during the morning
was held by Miss Gena Nickhours.

June :!1, 197$

Events Listed For Community Calendar

Thursday, June 21
Friday,Jane 22
Kenlake State Park events
Benefit
salad luncheon for
will include Slup Derby on
hotel front Lawn at 4:30 p.m., Cancer Research Centers will
hayride at horse stables with be held at the social hall, First
cost being $2.50 per person. United Methodist Church,
and ping pong tournament at from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
game room at 6:30 p.m., and sponsored by Business and
Men's Stag Night will be at6 Disco in hotel meeting
Professional Women's Club.
room at
p.m. at the Murray Country 8 p.m.
Tickets available from
Club with Virgil Harris,
members or at downtown and
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 north branches, People
Jimmy Boone, Gene Landoll,
s
and Rob Miller in charge of Order of the Eastern Star u Bank.
schedul
ed to meet at 7:30p.m
arrangements.
at the lodge hall.
"Butterflies Are Free" will
Biology
workshop for
Friday, June 22
be presented by Purchase
"Butterflies Are Free" will teachers, kindergarten
Area Repertory Theatre at
through high school, camp
Murray State University be presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the counselors, and outdoor
nitre at 8 p.m.
Murray State Universit> recreation personnel will be at
Youth Station, Land Between
Events at Land Between the Theatre at 8 p.m.
the Lakes. For information
LAkài4fl ficlude Wildflower
Local Chapter No. 853 of the call Terry Wilson, Murray
Search at 3 p.m. at Center
National Association of State, 762-2747.
Station, and Lantern Tour at 8
Retired Federal Employees
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.
will meet at 11:45 a.ra. at- tile
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Lakeside Singers will sing at Colonial House Smorgasbord Will
be held and call 753-0929
8:30 p.m. at Lake Barkley
a.m. for morning shop9
by
Twilight Golf and Club
State Park.
'Membership Social will be at ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
5:30 p.m. at the Marra)
Twilight Cabaret will
Country Club.
perform at 8:30 p.m. in the old
beach area of Kentucky Dam
Land Between the Lakes
Village State Park.
events will include Birding
Baptist Young Women of
For Beginners at 2:30 p.m
First Baptist Church will meet and Hayride at 6:30 p.m., both
with Selwyn Parker at 7 p.m.
at Center Station.
Murray Women of the
Lakeside Singers will
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. with the officers at 7 perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
p.m. at the lodge hall.

Friday, June 22
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.

Saturday,Jane 23
An open horse show,
sponsored by the Hardin
Riding Club, will be at 6 p.m.
at the Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission
is$1 per person.

Saturday,June 23
Al-A-Thon will meet.,at 8
p.m. at Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics and for
information call 437-4229.

Activities at Kenlake State
Park will include Longest
Drive Contest on 7s2 Fairway
on golf course from 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.; frisbee golf at 10
a.m.and paper airplane flying
contest at 1:30 p.m., both on
hotel front lawn; family
olympics at campground
playground at 3 p.m.; pie
eating contest at recreation
room at 4:30 p.m.; lollipop
lick-off at campground
bathhouse at 5 p.m.; hayride
at 'horse stables with cost
being 92.50 per person at 6:30
p.m.; country music by Night
Riders in hotel meeting room
at 8 p.m.

Butterflies Are Fret" will
be presented by Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
,Lakeside Singers and
Twilight Cabaret will present
separate programs at Kentucky Dam Village State Park
at 8:30 p.m.
New Member Social and
Dinner will be held at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club.

Mended Hearts will meet for
an organization of an area
chapter at 7:30 p.m. at
Jackson Purchase RECC
Building, Paducah, according
to William Sharpe, Rt. 6, Box
108, Paducah.

299
COMPLETE
WITH: Frame
safety liner .
U.L. app heater.
headboard
deck Std. ,
pedestal
wavecrest
mattress.

Ready far your

Murray-Calloway
County
Swim Team members who
qualified for the Bowling
Green Meet will meet at 12:30
p.m. at the City-County Park
pool to leave at 1 p.m. by bus.
Each should bring $4 for bus
fare and sack lunch or money
for meal. The- bus will return
at about 10:30 or 11 p.m.

Spring 8 Summer

Summer

iSportswear

Jewelry
r

Large Selection

point or linish

stain (unfinished
•MASTERCHARGE
•or VISA

Surnm
Clear.
Sale

I Rock Colored

Uniforms

PRICE

Jeans
/
1
2

fIT

Price

Swimsuits
Cover Ups
Hats

it'

20% off

4'16
r
Mut,dy, Ky 420/I/

Men's 8 Women's

Lab Coats

rrs DlIgGs

o

iLi

We want you to see our store and for
visiting our store we are offering the
following super savers now through
Sunday.

/1

-

Chicken
Of The Sea

TUNA

ty,(6
i .0
of i°te

Nag. $1.06

59c

11111.111111111.

"'ITCH°ARMIN
4(

A.Women** NOVV

$888

(t*

Reg. $12.99

B. You've seen this shoe priced as
high as
in other stores. Now you can buy it for $17.99
less than
half the price. Features include
lightweight
nylon upper, genuine suede trim, and
traction
sole. In blue with yellow trim.

Now Thru

Al4b

TRIpUf
eg

As

Sunday

-11

ar=7,

49c
Now Urn
Sunday

Save up to 40% on selected
summer handbags.

Croo4 shoes don't haw to be expensive:
Central Shopping
Center

Tops

_illop

Friday Night
6 til ? Only

Puppeteers from the
Memorial Baptist Church will
present a show in the amphitheatre at Piney Camround, Land Between the
Lakes, at 8:30 p.m.

•kinens Accessories
•Component ports
•Everything for
flotaties; lierm

Handbags

Rock White

Friendship Night will be
held by Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star at 7 p.m. at the Masonic
Hall. A potluck supper will be
served to members, their
families, and friends. -

personal choice of

All Leather
Shoulder Li Clutch

Annie Hall Look

Events at Kenlake State
Park will include Arts and
Crafts at recreation room at 10
'a.m., pool games at hotel pool
at 1 p.m., tennis lessons at
hotel court at 2:30 p.m.,
fishing_ derby. at. ,hotel
playground . at
p.m..
frisbee football at campground playground at 4 p.m.,
hayride at horse stables with
cost $2.50 per person, and
croquet at hotel front lawn,
both at 6:30 p.m., Lakeside
Singers at hotel meeting room
at 8:30 p.m.

KING SIZE

Payless
ShGeSource"

ROW TO BLUSH
Many women make the
mistake of placing blusher too
close to the nose or eye areas.
making the nose seem larger
and the eyes smaller. Blusher
looks best framing the face.
When applying blusher place
your finger straight up from
your cheek to your eye and
line it up with the outside of
the iris. Start color right there
and move from the outside of
the iris along the bone into the
temple. Finish by blending it
well.

4t
rt.At
at/sr
ie
P

CALIFOFtplA

A.'Discover unbelievable comfort in this cool,
casual sandal. Soothing tricot lining, fully padded sock, and flexible polyurethane bottom. In
white, bone, or black.

Saturday,June 23
Land Between the Late
events will include nature bike
hike at 9 a.m., solar cooking
dernon.stration from 1 to 4
p.m. Nature By the Acre at
2:30 p.m., and Sugaring far
Moths at 8 p.m., all at Center
Station; Special Population
Fishing Torunament at Dee&
Elbow from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.; Surrunerfest at The
Homeplace-1850 from 2 to 4
p.m.

4...1.
1t ammo ooe

MEN
MA'

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Chestnut Street

SCOITLIIII/GS

753-2547
- 0

•
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FDITORIAL

•

Looking Back

A Les4m In
Working Together

At no time in our country's
history has the importance of
"teamwork"
working
together as Americans - been
more obvious than today.
And, as we celebrate June
Dairy Month in Calloway County and throughout our state,
there's no finer example of the
benefits of working together
than dairy cooperatives.
Two decades ago, most milk
was produced and sold locally.
Today it is transported across
hundreds of miles to bottling

Bible Thought
Jhen Peter opened his mouth,
and said, Of a truth I perceive that
Gad k no respecter of person-s. Acb
10:34. God doesn't lodge a man by his
skin color.or his national origin,
and neither shoulA wet

10 Years Ago

and packaging plants, often
many states away from where
it was produced.
To meet marketing demands,
and to achieve necessary efficiencies which come only with
economy of scale, our nation's
dairy producers have steadily
banded
together
into
organizations
called
cooperatives. More than threefourths of all U.S. milk is
marketed through more than
900
farmer -owned
cooperatives.
This management of the milk
flow has made it possible to
have a steady supply of milk,
throughout our country,
throughout the year.
During June Dairy Month we
apTaPild this "teamwork" effort of our friends in the dairy
industry.

Ji mm y7s White-House

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

Rosalynn's' Sheltered Life
,WASHINGTON (AP) — Rosalynn
Carter leads a sheltered life.
The first ladN accompanied President
Carter to Guadeloupe in January and
reported she never saw a topless
maiden, although they were plentiful on
every beach and at every hotel.
Now she
returned from Austria
without a m ory of nude sunbathers
along the Danube. Actually, Mrs.
Carter's river cruise during her
husband's Vienna summit with Soviet
President Leonid I. Bre7hnev took her
along a rocky stretch seldom
frequented by sun worshippers, nude or
otherwise.
Security agents took no chances,
howeyer. They made a sweep along the
histOric- waterway in advance of Mrs.
Carter, just to make sure.
But perhaps the agents were most
interested in protecting the sensibilities
of the Carters' 11-year-o14...daughter,
Amy, who made the trip with her
inother.
;Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 1)-Wash.,
utspoken critic of SALT II, may want
to investigate the baggage tags the
Vhite House distributed to those who
itccompanied Carter to Vienna.
The laminated tags feature two
triangles, rine in red and bearing the
hammer-and-sickle emblem of the
oviet Union, the other featuring -the
•

stars and stripes.'
But the Soviet symbol is positioned in
front of the Stars and Stripes and appears larger.
Actually, a check with a tape
measure showed the triangles to be of
identical size but positioned in a way
that creates an optical illusion.
The Soviet emblem presumably was
given the more prominent display as a
matter of protocol. Carter was host at
the Vienna summit.
Frank Moore, the president's chief
lobbyist on Capitol Hill, made the flight
to Vienna aboard Air Force One in a red
turtleneck shirt that matched the color
of the Soviet flag.
Gerald Ftafshoon, Carter's director of
communications, wore his "lucky
sweatshirt" — a relic of the president's
1976 campaign.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell enlivened the summit scene
with cracks like, "The Reds and the
rednecks squared off today across the
table in Vienna."
When members of the U.S. and Soviet
delegations, including be-ribboned
generals, lined up for a group photo,
Powell observed:
"With that kind of lineup, the stock
market will probably drop five points.
But there'll be a big run on bomb
shelters."

B,Georg,fidekt.t,
Kentucky Closeup Associated
Press Writer

:7 LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP

— There are
4Iays when. you can't see the forest for
he people.
Some arrive after Sunday church
.:services, spend about an hour in the
tree and leave.
They're replaced by the folks who
always take Aunt Minnie for a drive on
the weekend, those who tour the eight
miles of interior roads, enjoy the
scenery and then head for home.
"Around 4 p.m., we get the people
who bring their supper and stay until
closing at sundown," said Robert Paul,
executive director of the Isaac W.
Bernheim Foundation.
• "Last year we had 325,000 visitors go
through Bernheirn Forest. They came
from every state and a few foreign
lands to see the spectacular colors and
get a glimpse of the wildlife."
The forest, covering about 14,000
acres in Nelson and Bullitt counties, is
one of the few places where all living
things are protected.
"That was Mr. Bernheim's dream,"
explained Paul, a native of Scotland
'who came to this country after World
'War One. He was hired as secretary for
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Taking-A Close Look At The Two
Seeking The Governor's Chair
It was an interesting experience last
response to a question from the lady
week that I had in getting to witness the
Democratic candidate John
.who publishes the Jackson paper in
appearance of both candidates for
Brown, Jr., and his entourage swept
Breathitt County.
governor before the Kentucky Press
. into the meeting room somewhat
She asked if Brown felt Phyllis could
Association's annual summer meeting
behind schedule, but this was explained
fill the role of Kentucky's First Lady
in Cave City in Barren County.by his flying all night from Hawaii to
and still maintain her national
Republican and former Gov. Louie B. , meet with the news people. After all, television career. He responded
by
Nunn was the first to appear, being on
you don't get that many.: editors and
saying that he had all the confidence in
the scene promptly at the appointed
publishers in one pile very often, and
the world that she could and would. He
time. He immediately compared the
this was the only such opportunity
also said that he would in no way inKentucky campaign to the 1976
before the November election.
terfer with her career plans. "I want
presidential election when Jimmy
He had been in the islands
Phyllis just to be herself," he smiled.
Carter was elected, projecting the
honeymooning with his new wife and
+++
image of the experienced pro against
former Miss America. Phyllis George.
Brown was most emphatic in exwho didn't make it to the KPA meeting. pressing his thoughts about attracting
the inexperienced newcomer.
Their honeymoon had been delayed
One of the editors popped up during
new industry and businesses to Kenthe question-and-answer period to
because of his successful campaign in
tucky, pointing.,out what this could
the primary.
comment something like this,
mean to the Commonwealth in adVery much in evidence in the Brown ditional tax revenue.
"Governor, a lot of the Democrats in
party were Ralph Ed Graves and
my county feel you made a good
At one time, he said. Kentucky Fried
George Atkins, the two gubernatorial Chicken, which .he headed at the time,
governor in 1967-71 and say they are
candidates in the primary who with- paid something like $50 million in
thinking about • suRporting you in
state
drew and threw their support to Brown. and local taxes in Louisville. "Think
November.,.-15 re
concerned,
Graves introduced Brown and in his how much more tax revenue we
however, 4out your increasing the
would
remarks brought laughter from the have if we had 50 or 100 more comsales tax f m three to five cents when
editors
when
you said
he thanked the two papers panies like that come to Kentucky," he
our 1967 campaign that you
in the state which, he said, had been said.
wouldn't tise taxes. Would you
fair in their coverage of his campaign
comment on at?"
Every mouth in the room drooled
—the Hickman County Gazette and the over the very thought of such a thing!
Nunn, apparently often hit with this
Carlisle County Times.
issue, fielded the'questionby saying,"I
Then he hopped into his helicopter
He owns and publishes both of them. and whirled off to some other aphad to increase the tax because I found
we simply had to have.themoney, but
++
pointment. Earlier Nunn, a native of
was increasing the tax mach a bad
One can't help but be impressed by Barren County, had departed to visit
thing? If it was, the legislators could
Brown's enthusiasm, his Madison with the folks living on hislamily farm
Avenue youthfulness and the radiation some 10 or 15 miles down the road and
have repealed it. They have met five
times under Democratic governors.and
of his self-confidence, It was the first where he has some corn, beef cattle and
nothing has ever been said about
time I had seen or heard him, and he a tobacco allotment.
repealing it."
handles- himself well before such a
"When it comes to farming," he
group as those publishers and editors. laughed, "I guess I'm like the 'old .
• It is very evident that quite a cam- farmer who suddenly came into a
paign is shaping up in our governor's million dollars. When someone asked
ortrace this fall.
him what he was going to do with all
The handsome young Democratic that money, he simply replied, 'Well, I
candidate also scored a lot of brownie guess I'll just keep on farming until it's
points,,I'm sure, with the ladies with his all gone." ,
,,4+1.4.-++++++++++++
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Forest Visitors
Number Many

An Advisory Committee of the
Murray Beard of Education last night
was of the consensus that the board
should proceed with its expansion plans
as set up sonic years ago, and go ahead
with the construction of a new city high
school contingent on .the ability of the
board to sell bonds for construction.
The brick home of Rollie Henson, just
completed east of Kirksey on Highway
464, was destroyed by fire yesterday
morning.
Dr. Mary Bell of Murray has been
appointed to the Professional Practices
Commission by Kentucky Gov. Louie B.
Nunn.
William Nall Pasco and Debbie
Debris Steele of Murray High School
and Melissa Rose Trees and Aileen
Palmer of Calloway County High
School have been awarded $150 Board
of Regents scholarships to Murray
State University.
Miss Susan Jane Apyar, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Apyar of
McKeesport, Pa., was married to
William Steele Hopson, son of Mrs.
Maurine Hopson and Dr. J. L. Hopson
of Murray, on June 14.

A GOOD
NEIGHBOR
IS THE
ONE WITH
THE MOST
-FOOLS
TO SOR0W

Bernheim, a Louisville distiller.
"After he conceived the idea for a
sanctuary, we began buying up land for
it,” Paul recalled. "In May 1929,
Bernheim set up a trust fund to pay for
continued operation of the preserve."
The money is handled by the foundation which also relies on the public
for contributions.
"In order to maintain our non-private
status, we have to receive 10 percent of
our supporting funds from donations,"
said Paul, adding that this has been
running about $45,000 annually.
"Our hope is to set aside enough
money to acquire adjoining tracts in
case they ever go on the market;''It,r...„„ro".•
Paul, who has spent 43 of his Kr
S
as executive director, speaks proudly of
the Nature Center and the Arboretum
Dear Editor, _
with its 1,200 different varieties of
I think that the-Murray Tennis Center
plants, shrubs and trees.
was very generous to let the Murray
All are scientifically labeled," he
Swim Team uSe their pool for practict•
said. "Many of these specimens aren't
I would like to thank them
native to Kentucky. They're beautiful.
With Thanks,
So beautiful in fact that people try to dig
Mary Jo Simmons
them up."
Member of the
Ornithologists have identified more
Murray Swim Team
than 160 species of birds in the forest
but no hunting is permitted.
"Actually, we have few problems
with vandalism," Paul said. "Ninetynine percent of the visitors at Bernheim
are fine, responsible people who appreciate the opportunity to get out in a
rural atmosphere."
; By Ken Wolf
There are nearly 200 picnic tables
The importance of justice, even
its
scattered throught the area and "you
practical utility, is something that
got to show up.early to get one. We don't
occurs to most of us, sooner or later
alio.* plenkooste.v.: 17rger than 20. Nor
This may be why this passage from
do we 'countenance beer busts."......
Wallace- - Gtegner's Joe
Beitheim, who created the woodland
Biographical Novel Doubleday, 19501
preserve for the enjoyment of later
is memorable:
generations, is buried on the grounds
...humanity moves both ways on a
with his wife: Other people have the
street with a double deadsame idea.
end,.. Vengeance sits with an axe
"We get requests to scatter a perat one end and Mercy sits le weak
son's ashes around or plant them under
tears at the other. and.. only
their favorite bush," said Paul.
Justice, %filch sits in the middle
"Couples can marry in the forest but
and looks both ways, ,can really
burying them is something else."
loose.

...••••••••••=mm
Letter To,The Editor
Thanks Center

Thoughts
• , In Season

The Story Of

—124

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

Cep/right, 19711
•••44-•+•+••••••••
- •-••••••+•-•-••••+4+-+++4-+++++44-44

Presence of troops, however, did not diminish the apparent
wave of-arson for on the night of Aug. 31 one of the most disastrous
fires in the history of Murray occurred, destiwing a block of stores
on the east side of court square. The fire originated in the business
firm of A. Q. Knight & Son but owned'by Ws-L. Whitnell, spreading north to the new Bank of isliay building under construction
at the corner of South 4th and Math'.treets, and south the blaze
destroyed the stock of W. W. Stubblefield clothing company. Rallying volunteer fire fighters contained the furthe,1 spread of the blaze
by'the use of water from pumps at the New
ay Hotel and another on the court house lawn. Coincidentally, Mr.
itnell openly
defied the Night Riders activities in a published accoun he pniVious
week. Two days after the disastrous blaze a fire orig'inaing in
Shr at's Restaurant in the New Murray Hotel was extin • hed,
alth ugh the contents of the popular place was destroyed.
...FurtiTeir- W
-sa-ves
-- of hysteria swept through Murray following theN
fires. A panicky city council passe a potentially dangerous ordiriartee permitting the shooting of kno
Night Riders from windows
of homes, obviously a thoughtless loss f reason. How anyone, could
distinguish a Night Riders from any other person at night is not
known. In addition, a star witness, Viii Ingram, in the Jake Ellis
trial repudiated his earlier trial testim y in a sworn statement, only
to again repudiate his affidavit by eclaring the first statement
against Ellis as correct. He was jail
on a charge of perjury pfter
being unable to provide bond. Three men, Allen Weatherford,
Jasper Garland and Dr. Peter Kirk, were charged with threatening
Ingram with death,if he did pot .change his testimony. All three
were placed underi500 bonds illter being arrested, - _
g.tirOnfe" We'NiglititiderlottfrF. Haitdte-of- Knight,.
on tht Tennessee River shot and killed her the night of Sept. 8.
Outraged citizens held a mass meeting in Hazel deploring unfavorable publicity originating in Louisville nevvspapers rearding the state
of siege in Calloway County. The aggrieving resohition adopted
was signed by II. F. Osbron, chairman; James F. Thompson, secretary; John Parker, Don Nix and George A. Wilson, committee.

To De Continued

Murray Police Chief Charlie Marr
reported to the Murray City Council
that beginning June 22 a concerted
effort will be made by the city to enforce the city auto sticker ordinance.
Deaths reported include J. N.
(Buddy) Ryan.
Membersof Women of *oodcraft
Court of the Murray Woodmen of the
World presented a water cooler to the
Murray Hospital. Mrs. Grayson
McClure, Empress of the court, made
the presentation to Mrs. Betty Denham,
R. N., at the hospital while other court
members observed.
Mrs. Zelda Galloway has returned
home after a visit with her daughter,
Mrs. Martha White and family of
Jonesboro, Ark.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Mating Game" starring Debbie
Reynolds, Tony Randall, and Paul
Douglas.

30 Years Ago
June is Dairy Month and dairying is
big businss in Calloway County as it is
in the entire state of Kentucky.
Dairying in Calloway County is surpassed only by tobacco in bringing
revenue to farmers in the area.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J. H.
Duncan.
Max Hurt, national director and
treasurer of the Woodmen of the World,
gave the main address at the district
convention of the Woodrnen Circle held
June 16 at the Murray Woman's Club
House. •
The Rev. Joe Ben Irby, pastor of the
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, is attending the
General Assembly of Cumberland
Presbyterian Churches in Muskogee,
Okla.
Births reported include a girl to Mr-and Mrs. Ralph McDaniel on June 14
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.James StrOtad
on June 15,
Frank
Null,
Eastern
area
representative for the American Red
Cross, will give a demonstration in
proper handling of lioats and small
craft at Higgins Boat Dock on June 26.

Today
In History
y The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June 21, the 172nd
day of 1979. There are 193 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1788, the U.S. Constitution went into effect as New
Hampshire became the ninth state to
ratify it.
On this date:
In 1834, American inventoriCyrus
McCormick was granted a patent on his
reaping machine.
In 1898, the first U.S. troops land . in
Cuba in the Spanish-American Wa ,
In 1919, part of a German fleet terned at Scapa Flow in Scotland was
scuttled by the German crewmen. '•,
In 1945, in World War II, Japanese .
forces on the island of Okinawa,.
surrendered to the Americans.
In 1963, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Milan, Italy, was elected •
Pope. He took the name of Paul VI.
In 1965, Japan and South Korea
resumed full diplomatic relations after
Wyears of difficult negotiations.
TOs.,, years ago: There was antiAmerican rioting in Uruguay during a
visit to the South American country by
a. special U.S. envoy, Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller of New York.
Five years ago: Former presidential
adviser Charles Colson was sentenced
to one to three years in prison for obstructing justice in the Ellsberg case.
One year ago: President Carter told a
meeting of the Organization of
American States in Washington the
.U.S-.--would eantinue its campaign for
human rights despite opposition to the '
policy by some governments.
Today's
birthdays:
French
existentialist philosopher Jeiin Paul
Sartre is 74. Actress Jane Russell is 58.
Opera singer Judith Raskin is 51.
Thought foriuday: Only parents' love
can last our lives — Robert Browning,
English poet, 11112-1899.'
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7th-inning Rally
Boosts Murray
Past Paris 3-2
By TONY WILSON
play to be halted.
Sports Editor
"We just seemed to be dead
Rolling"-•-• thunder
and
out there early," said Murray
,pininous clouds were present, Coach Bill Cherry. "And I
but the weather was all, that really didn't understand it. We
threatened during the early
had just gotten that big win
part of Murray's American over Paducah (a 7-2 dectsicin
Legion baseball game with Tuesday night)."
Paris, Tenn.,last night.
Dean Cherry, who came un
Behind the arm of pitcher in relief of starter Jeff
Michael 0. Tharpe, Parts Jackson -in the fourth inning,
owned a 2-0 lead through five picked up his third victory
innings. During those fifteen without a defeat. He limited
outs, Murray had managed Paris to one hit over the final
just a single hit, and only once four frames.
had a runner advanced as far
The visitors threatened to,
as second base.
break the game open in the
Then came the sixth frame, second when they loaded the
though, and with it came some bases with none out on three
life in Post 73's bats that straight singles, the last one
eventually led to its 3-2 on a sacrifice bunt attempt.
triumph. Bruce Taylor
But Jackson induced a
doubled and scored on an strikeout for the first out
infield error to pull Murray before _Bruce Taylor snared a
within 2-1 heading into the liner hit right at him and
final inning.
stepped on first for the inningMurray second baseman Bill Wilson prepares to take a throw from catcher John Denham
Rightfielder Alan Gibbs ending double play.
during last night's American
Legion baseball game. Paris' Michael L. Tharpe swiped the base, but Murray won 3-2.
didn't even give Paris a
Post 73 hosts Murphysboro,
sy Tony Wilson
chance to think of sealing the Ill., to a 1 pan. doubleheader
victory. Leading off the in- Saturday.
ning, he kayoed Thorpe's 3-2
pitch' over the fence in leftab r h
David l'idatlus, If
1-0 0 0
center to tie the score at 2-2.
Ball Milton, ef
3 0 1 0
Dean Cherry followed with a Bruce Tpylor, lb
3 1 1 0
-2 0 0 0
single through the left side of Brad Taylro ,3b
Seott ntcker,ss
3 0 0 0
the infield, and Mike Vaughn Alan Gtbbs.ef
3- 1 1
Jakson,p
1 0 0 0
provided the game-winning JeffcDean Cherry, p '
7 I I 0
blow with a tnple to deep John
Denham,c
0 0 0 0
leftcenter, driving in Cherry Mike Vaughn., lb
2 0 0 I
11111
2 0 0 0
and improving Post 73's DavuiStnpling,11
a 0 0 0
• By ALEX SACHARE
work television ratings and which the NBA used on an Nassi of
record to 10-6.
totals
the Indiana Pacers.
24 3 6 7
AP
Sports
Writer
•
declining
attendance in experimental basis last year;
Murray
2
000
3
001
5
2
Murray jumped to a 2-0 lead
Expansion was another
Parks
AMELIA ISLAND, Fla. — certain
002 000 0 • 2 5 1
major
Eastern
consideration of a more topic to be discussed. The
in the second game of the
Murray Plkilag
Should an open jump shot markets. "I say leave our compact playing schedule,
et h bb so
r
scheduled doubleheader, but
league is committed to adding
frorn 22 feet out on a game alone. Putting in the under which the season would
Jeff Jackson
3 2
2 5
2
3
the weather finally forced cherry
two new teams by the 1980-81
W,3.0
4 0
0
0 I
2
basketb.VI court be worth _three-point goals reminds me end roughly two weeks earlier
season, and while Dallas and
more -than a twisting scoop of a team that trades four,five than in the past, and formal
shot made after driving and six players every year out confirmation of three new Minneapolis-St.Paul appeared
to be the front-runners,
through the téih of a of panic."
franchise wavers — Jerry several other -cities are under
collapsing defense?
•
"I'm personally against it," Buss of the Los Angeles
Perhaps not, but it probably said Jack Ramsay, coach of Lakers, George Maloof of the consideration including
Cincinnati, Miami, Pittwill be in the 1979-80 Naticinal the Portland Trail Blazers. "I Houston Rockets and Sam
sburgh,St.Louis and Toronto.
Basketball
Association don't think we need any
season.
- gimmicks."
s
The _ NBA's Board of
think it's a gimGoveAO;:s, which began its mick, but rather that it will be
,anClual summer meeting a legitimate part of the
- today, is expected to adopt the game," countered Bob Ferry,
three-point goal into the general manager ' of the
league by-laws for next Washington Bullets. "Irldds
season. Under the proposed another way to win o ose a
new rule, which is similar to game, and the more of t
that used by the old American you have, the more exBasketball Association, any citement you have."
shot made from beyond
The league's coaches and
roughly 22 feet will be worth general managers met last
Skop Se•tte Workman Downtown Shopping (enter Where ynu
three points instead of two.
always I orld cv,..atrty ends ai a reasonable price We appreciate your
week and voted in favor of the
businett
Not everybody likes the three-point goal, the coaches
idea. .
by a 15-5 margin and the GMs.
"We &aril need it," said Red by 15-7. Their recomAuerbach, president of the mendations were passed along
Boston Celtics, who feels the to .the league's Rules and
league is making the move out Competitions Committee,
Downtown Shopping Center
of panic caused by poor net- which met Wednesday, and
the Governors were expected
to-give their seal of approval.
Other items on the Board of
Governors' agenda included a
proposal-lor continuation of
the three-referee system,

Three-Point Debate

Probable Ruling Has Coaches In Disagreement

lonointeAskt- Sabi,

Murray's Gross,
Vande Zande
Make PaniaAm
When the United States' air
rifle team takes its firing
positions in the international
Pan American Games July 2-7
in San Juan, Puerto Rico, the
faces of two of its four
members will be familiar ones
on
the
Murray State
University campus.
They will be Mike Gross, a
senior business management
major at the university from
Menomonee Falls, Wisc., and
Capt. Ernie Vande Zande, a
1971 graduate and currently
stationed at Ft. Benning, Ga.,
with the U. S. Army
Marksmanship Detachment.
Gross is a 1978 Intercollegiate All-American at
Murray State and was a
member of the university's
1978 --national intercollegiate
rifleiteam. Last February, he
set a new international
collegiate air rifle record with
396 out of a possible 400 points
while competing in the
National Rifle Association
sectional meet at Murray.
A three-time intercollegiate
All-American and a member
of Murray's 1968 national
collegiate
championship
team, Vande Zande has been
on active duty with the Ordnance Corps since his
graduation.
Both qualified for the Pan
American Games and the
United States team in a
competition involving 12.7
scharpshooters and held in
Phoenix, Arizona. Vande
Zande, who was named
tifitain of the U. S. team for
the Pan American matches,
posted a score of 1,159 points
out of a possible 2,000 at
Phoenix, while Gross scored
1,155 to finish just behind him.

STOREWIDE

20% OFF

Two other Murray State
marksmen also participated
in the Phoenix event. Mark A.
DelCotto, a sophomore from
Chicago Heights, Ill., ranked
8th in the English prone
position event of the small
bore rifle competition.
Scott Leweneowsiti, a
graduated senior- at Brookfield i Ill.) High School and an
incoming freshman member
of the Murray State 1979-80
team, finished 12th in the
Phoenix matches.
Following
the
Pan
American Games, Gross,
Vande Zande and the other
two members of the United
States team will spend some
time at the Olympic training
camp at Colorado Springs,
Colo., before going to Seoul,
Korea, in August to fire in the
world air gun championship
competition.

Onyambu Takes
Meet Limelight
NAIROBI,
Kenya
—
American runners Steve
Williams, Edwin Moses and
Don Coleman grabbed honors
in the first Jomo Kenyatta
Invitation Meeting — but a 12year-old barefoot Kenyan
youngster stole the show.
Elizabeth Onyambu brought
the crowd to its feet when she
crossed the finish line in the
1,500 meters event with a time
of 4 minutes, 23.18 seconds,
within 27 seconds oil the 'world
record. She ran barefoot in the
event and beat Kenya's
Elizabeth Thomson, who
clocked 4:23.23.

Who'll Pay You 8.873% On Six'
Month Savings Certificates?

Starting Friday Morning
at 9:00
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Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity.(181) days). The minimum deposit
, . amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.
' 8.873% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through June
21,1919

SETTLE-WORKMAN

Delp Believes
Franklin, Says

WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:

He Will Ride
By the Associated Press
BALTIMORE — Jockey
Ronnie Franklin was a
"whipped puppy: after his
arrest in California-on charges
of cocaine possession, said
trainer Bud Delp who lifted
the rider's suspension after
hearing
Franklin's explanation of the incident.
Franklin, who—rode Spectacular Bid to victories in the
KentuckY
Derby
and
Preakness before placing
third in the Belmont, and Dell)
were reunited Wednesday
night after the jockey
returned from his racing stint
at Hollywood Park.
Earlier Wednesday Dell)
had said Franklin was
suspended indefinitely, but he
changed his mind and said the
jockey would be ridiag two
mounts today at Pirfilico Rare
Course.
'I heard his story and I
'believe him," Delp said. "He's
a 19-year-old' boy and he's
susceptible totemptation like
any other boy that age.
"He was with his cousins
and a friend and somebody
pulled- out some cocaine. !don't know about that stuff,
but Ronnie tells me it was a
quarter of a gram. I don't
think that's very much," the
trainer said.

TERMS
3 months

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT
$100

ANNUAL
INTEREST
5.5%

ANNUAL YIELD
DAILY
COMPOUNDING
5.653%

1 or 2 years

$1,000

6.0%

6.183%

2/
1
2or 3 years

$1,000

6.5%

6.715%

4 years

$1,000

1.25%

7.518%

6 years

$1,000

7.50%

7.787%

8 or 10 years

$1,000o.

7.75%

8.057%

Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to forfeiture of 90 days interest and the reduction of the remaining interest to the passbook rate.
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Though First Game A Breeze,
Patterson Respectful Of Indiana
By the Associated Press
The
Hoosiers
have
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky dominated the
series in the
boys' All-Star coach Paul last few years,
and KenPatterson says his team has tucky's overwhelm
ing 78-59
improved much since its victory last
weekend at
victory over Indiana Satur- Indianapolis was
only its fifth
day, but he's not going to say in the last 21 games.
he has the second game of the
Patterson said Wednesday
annual series in the bag.
that his.-startin,g lineup will
That game will be Saturday probably consist of
Lexington
at 8 p.m. in LOWSV
S Lafayette's Dirk Minniefield,
Freedom Hall.
Guy Minniefield of Lexington
''We've had some good Henry Clay, Melvin
Turpin of
practices this week," Pat- Lexington Bryan
Station,
terson said. "I think we've Mark Fothergill of
Somerset
Improved, but I also expect and Charles Hurt of
Shelby
bidiana to be improved and County.
much more determined."
Expected to retain their

starting positions on the
Indiana team are standouts
Steve Bouchie,a forward from
Washington, and center Lynn
Mitchem of South Bend
Adams.
Patterson said he doubted
that two injured members of
the all-star team would-be in
action Saturday.
Christian County star
Charles Nance has a badly
sprained ankle, and Westport
forward Steve Ware trussed
the first game because he was
suffering from high blood
pressure.
Patterson said he hasn't

talked with doctors recently
about either player, but said
their status as participants is
"questionable."
Injuries have plagued the
team since it was formed for
the two games against
Indiana.
"I think maybe it's because
the kids are not in as good a
shape as they are during the
regular season," Patterson
said. "They're also playing
against bigger and stronger
people than they were use to
during the season, and they're
trying harder to empress."

Murray's Bill Milton leads off first base as Paris, Tenn., first baseman Keith Townley watches pitch during yesterday'
a
s
American Legion baseball game at Ty Holland Stadium. Murray won 3-2 to up its record to
10-6.
By Ton) WI-11w

4

Canton's 4-Hitter Beats Braves
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
Philadelphia's
Tim
McCarver may know Steve
Carlton better than anyone
else. McCarver catches
Carlton when the 34-year-old
left-hander „pitches for the
Phillies, and, acts as his
spokesman when. the hurler
shuns interviews — which is
often.

A

Wednesday night, after .losses.
Atlanta.
Canton's four-hitter had
The Phillies, who begin a
The Braves got an unearned
helped Philadelphia beat the weekend - series with the run in the second when Barry
Atlanta
Braves
10-4, National League's West Bonnell walked,- took third on
McCarver
offered
this Division-leading Expos on an errant pickoff throw by
statistic: "That's about the Friday, at least can take with Carlton, and scored on a wild
sixth time Steve has stopped a them the solid performance pitch. They added two in the
mini-losing streak for att."
against the Braves.
sixth and another in the eighth
Canton's eighth victory in
In the other NL games on a home run by Bob Horner.
15 decisions this season was, Wednesday, the Expos beat
in fact, the sixth one following the Cincinnati Reds 5-4 in 11
Expos 5, Reds 4
one or more Philadelphia innings, the Houston Astros
Jim Mason, a ranking oftrimmed the New York. Mets ficer of Montreal's "BUS"
5-4, the Pittsburgh Pirates squad, slapped an 11th-inning
bested the Safi Francisco double to drive in Tommy
Giants 8-5,and the San Diego Hutton — another BUS
' -..-A.J.A-Z• -.,„„, '
k
(
Padres defeated the St. Louis member — with the run that
Cardinals 3-1.
gave Montreal its victory over
Cincinnati.
Ladies
BUS stands for Broke,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Underrated Superstars, and
Hutton is the squad's captain.
Poly Cotton
He hit a one-out double, then
Solid Colors 8
Pete Rose's two-run homer, watched from second base as
Prints it
Prints
36- 8 45Carlton's two-run single and a Jerry White, another club
SizesSAB. ..
two-run double by k
Width
.
reg— member was walked inReg. $6 99.
Luzinski were enough t beat tentionally.

Cotton
Material

.Sundresses
$51)0

Reg 89'

,

664

Men's
"No Fault"
Wrangler

Junior & Misses

Jean
s
?

Shantung, Poly
Poplin 8 Knits
A -Line
Wrap Around
Straight Styles

4 oz Denim
Big Bell Only
$988
Reg. $14.00

ycl

Skirts
.

Blouses, Skirts,
Pants, Blazers.
Jac Shirts
& More

44 Colon, white

SAT-N-HUE®FLAT
INTERIOR LATEX
High -hiding, non -drip
washable finish for walls
and ceilings. Covers most
surfaces in one coat
P

111UU
;AIN

OF

11113MONTH'

5.97Gal
6 Colors, whits

SELECT
LATEX FLAT
WALL FINISH
High hiding finish for
vvallboard:e wallpaper,
plaster, etc
Applies
easily, dries fast
A

All-Star Game Voting

SAVO
Reg $1099 %Or

Entire Stock

Swimwear
Men's, Boys.
Ladies 8 Girls

20% off 20% off
LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY OEP'T. STORE

Downtown Shopping Center

By the Associated Press
lead over Cincinnati's Joe
NEW YORK — The Phillid '''Margan at second base, and
and Reds continued to Reds shortstop Dave Condominate fan voting for the cepcion, with a slim 2,000-vote
1979 National League All-Star margin over Larry Bowa of
team, with Philadelphia's the Phillies.
Mike Schmidt leading all voteThe outfield is led by
getters by more than 100,000 sluggers George Foster of
ballots.
Cincinnati, Greg Luzinski of
The star third baseman has Philadelphia and Dave Parker
collected 930,691 votes, almost of Pittsburgh. Foster has
340,000 more than Ron Cey of 701,455 votes, Luzinski has
the Dodgers, according to 659,115 and Parker has 658.795'.
t trio is well ahead of Dave
statistics released today by
ingman of the Cubs, who is
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
Pete Rose, playing first base fourth with 448,939.
As he has each season since
for the first time in his career,
fan
balloting was reinstituted
leads at that position and is
second in the league overall, by Kuhn 10 years ago, Johnny
with 822,371 selections. Rose is Bench is the leader at catcher.
ahead of Los Angeles' Steve Bench's 693,002 total leads St.
Louis' Ted Simmons by
Garvey by 132,000 votes.
almost 60,000 votes.
The other leaders in the
The 50th All-Star Game will
infield are Davey Lopes of the be played at the
Seattle
Dodgers, who has a 48,000-vote Kingdome July 17.

4 Colors, white

SELECT LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

24-Hour VARIABLE TIMER
Discourages burglars by turning lights on and off to create
a realistic lived-in look while you're away Can be adjusted
to work at slightly different times each day or at regular
intervals. Can also be used,to start coffee makers, radios,
Ni-, etc
•

Resists fumes, alkali, blistering, fading Low-sheen
finish hides surface imperfections

6111EISMAN
otio coLtihr

35 Colors, white

WEATHERALL
ACRYLIC LATEX
HOUSE PAINT.

tLIATE,‘
"us
stai

sni\ase4

Rich, low-sheen finish
resists weathering, mildew. fading High hiding,
fast drying
HPX

buy Market Sete
5.1113%

Money
Market
Certificates

Security Federal Pays
9197
Gal
44 Colors, white

E-Z KARE'
LATEX FLAT
INTERIOR PAINT
Most stains grease and
grime just wash away
Soft look is ideal for all
walls, woodwork

6 Months

e

Head National League

Ladies

CoOrdinates

Phillies, Reds Still

HARDWARE STORE

EZ

•

This rate is in effect June 21 through June 27

TERM: 6 Months (1,82 days MINIMUM DEPOSIT: $10,000; GUARANTEED RATE.
Each Week's Rate is based on the Treasury Auction
44 Colors, white

Save With

MARVELUSTRE"
LATEX
•
SEMI-GLOSS

Security Federal •

Durable. scrubbable finish resists steam, moisture Ideal for kitchen,
bath and all woodwork. E

Srlvings 8 Loan Association
Ii
•

•Lir-•

22 Colors. white

WOODSMAN
SOLID COLOR
LATEX STAIN

R

8 Colors. white
Add character to old and
new walls, ceilings Hides
hairline cracks. tape
Joints
TP

Hides like paint, accents
like stain Ideal for use in
doors and out on smooth
or rough cut wood
LS

Take
Advantage.of
Murray Home
& Auto's
Bridal
Registry
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Scott's Baserunning Helps KC

A Clean Sweep... Almost
Three Murray journalists almost took the three top honors at the Kentucky
Press
Association's golf tournament during the recent KPA convention in Cave City, Ky.Gene McCutcheon (center, editor of The Murray Ledger & Times, shot a scratch
78 on the Park
Manunouth Resort course to win the championship, which was handicapped by the
Calloway system. Dwain McIntosh right), assistant director of information
and public ser-,,
vices at Murray State University, fired a scratch 77 and was awarded third place. At left is
M.C. Garrott, director of information and public services at MSU, who also fired a 77 but
missed out on the prizes due to the handicapping system. Under the handicapping system
used McCutcheon had a net 72 while McIntosh and Garrott had net 73s.
Hy Tony Wilson

Former Indiana Greats Beat
Pan-American Squad 83!81
By the Associated Press. BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — In
a seeming flash of deja vu, the
names andlaces that worked
basketball magic for Bobby
Knight during Indiana's glory
years of the '70s were back in
their old cream and crimson
uniforms, playing to the
cheers of more than 17,000
fans in the Hoosiers'
Assembly Hall.
It was no dream.
Most of the players for
Knight over the past eight
years, many of whom are
either former or current pros
in the National Basketball
Association, returned for an
exhibition game Wednesday
right against the U.S. Pan
American teatn.
The game itself, won 83-81
by the former Hoosiers on a

AMERICAN LEAGUE

League games, the Boston
Brewers B. Twins 3
Red Sox whipped the Detroit
Gorman Thomas sparked a
Tigers 13-3; the Baltimore four-run Milwaukee third
Orioles stopped the Cleveland inning with an RBI double and
Indians 5-3 In a rain-shortened hit a sacrifice fly in the sixth,
5k2-inning
game;
the while Sal Bando slapped three
Milwaukee Brewers trimmed singles and scored twice to
the Minnesota Twins 8-3; the lead the Brewers over MinSeattle Mariners turned back nesota.
the Chicago White Sox 5-3; the
Bando, who had been in
California Angels nipped the
Texas Rangers 5-4 and the
New York Yankees beat the
Toronto ItTue Jays 2-1 in the
opener of a double-header
before losing the nightcap 3-2.
Red Sox 13, Tigers 3
Six different players hit
home runs as Boston bombed
Detroit behind right-hander
Mike Torrez. Fred Lynn, Carl
Yastrzernski, Bob Watson,
Dwight Evans, Butch Hobson
and Jim Dwyer each hit
homers in Boston's singlegame high:qf the season. The
Red Sox also had five doubles
in the assault on four Detroit
pitchers.
Torrez settled down after
giving up three runs in the
first inning and finished with a
seven-hitter in improving his
record to 7-4.

Orioles 5, Indians 3
Gary Roenicke, Eddie
"I didn't think he was going Murray and Rick
Dauer hit
to run," said Heath, who fourthinning home
runs to
appeared to relax a bit after power
Baltimore
over
the calell.
team.
Cleveland in their rainBut when he finally' fired the shortened contest.
BenSon led the alumni team
ball back into the infield, the
with 18 points.
Hoenicke hit his 13th homer
The Pan American team, burly Scott was chugging of the season leading off the
which led at one time by 10 around third and heading fourth against Cleveland
points, was led by the 18 points safely home.
starter Rick Waits. With one
Scott also collected three out, Murray hit his seventh
of Mike Woodson, who will be
singles, boosting his batting homer, and after Lee
senior at Indiana in the fall.
May,
The Indiana alums led 40-36 average as a Royal to .400, and singled, Dauer came through
at halftime, but Woodson hit scored three times.
with a two-run shot, his fifth of
In the other American the season.
six of seven shots in the third
quarter to put the Pan Am
squad on toji .gqing into the
final period.

basket by Scutt May and two
free throws by Steve Green in
the final minute, was almost
secondary.
"It was great to have all the
kids come back." said Knight.
"What they did was a
tremendous thing. A lot of
them had a lot of problems
getting here, but that just
shows the kind of class they
have by making it."
Besides May, who is now
with the Chicago Bulls, and
Green, with the Indiana
Pacers, other former players
for Knight included Kent
Benson and Quinn Buckner
Curd Leads Aces
(both of the Milwaukee
Bucks), Tom Abernethy
Stacey Curd rapped four
(Golden State Warriors 1 and
hits in four times at bat to help
Wayne Radford iPacers, All
of whom played on Indiana's the Aces to a 21-10 victory over
1976 NCAA championship the Sonics in upper-divison
girls softball play last night.
Susan Curz homered for the
Sonics.
In a second game, the
Royals-Nats contest, was
halted after four innings
because of darkness. The
Royals led 8-7, and the game
will be completed Wednesday
at 4 p.m.

MOINILIG/0. a, CORNAUSTIN
"-ODUESS

30%

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Great Scott! How do you ig(
from second base all the way
home on a sacrifice fly?
Even George Scott doesn't
know.
"I never did that _before,''
said Scott after scoring front
second on a sacrifice fly in
Wednesday night's 9-2 Kansas
City romp over the Oakland
Ass,
The newest of the Royals is
not only hitting the ball at a
good clip, but showed his
teammates some flashy
running ability as well in his
latest outing.
"I just kept on running,"
Scott said of the rare play in
the seventh inning on Darrell
Porter's sacrifice fly. "The
third base coach (Chuck
Hiller) waved me on and I just
never stopped."
Porter's fly ball was caught
by Mike Heath in left, the
outfielder making a nice
running catch. Heath's
momentum carried him
nearly to the wall, as Scott
took off from second.

STORE WIDE
ALL DAY

OFF

CORN-AUSTIN

Open
WIN??

Your very own mobile cottage on the lake. . . Why dream
and wish... Do hl Make that move to a new or used house
boatfrom Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Our house boat business is the best ever. You can be the
next one to see what you've been missing.

another, and Willie Horton he
hit his 301st career home rub
to lead Seattle over Chicago.
Yankees 2-2, Blue Jays 1-3 ;
But'ky Dent singled home
the tying run in the fifth inning
and scored on a wild pitch as
New York edged Toronto in
the opener of their doubleheader.
4

FLOTE-BOTE
Still No. 1 in Plush, Pleasurable Boating.
a

Don't let the good times get by you. Get a Flote-Bote
Pontoon from Happy Holiday -Travel,Inc
We have in stock both stem drives and outboards. We
also have a new low priced model Hole-Bole.
Don McClure

Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentuck y Lake
Tolle 64 lost out of Murray for 7 miles Turn right on 180 lion°. 740 for 7 Indus pose Bonne, a
100 Panorama to first stop sign turn right then left and you hove arrived
Telephone 436 5483

WROUGHT-IRON

TOI1P 1:0113(100p

"Best Buys"

SUMMER FURNITURE

Plus New R.R. CARLOAD SHIPMENT OF

Sturdy Grope Design

Wrought Iron & Steel Mesh

WHITE OR GRECIAN FINISH

•5 Pc. DINING GROUPS
•4 Pc. PATIO GROUPS
•"A" FRAME SWING SET
CHAIRSRS
$"
il95
s69"

4>—

$249.95

Wrought Iron Sofa

$49.95 GLASS TOP

WR. ON TABLES BEt SELECTION
$3988
111 THE TRI-STATE!

3 Reversible Cush i ons
NOW

$199

GRAPE DESIGN— WR. IRON

,\• dots,

/YOUR
/ CHOICE $109
VALUES TO 13995 SAYE SS
FREE DELIVERY. .. BUDGET TERMS. . .

OVER 40 SUMMER FURNITURE GROUPINGS
ON DISPLAY ..

CHAISE LOUNGE
'149

HUNDREDS OF
UNADVERTISED
SPECIALS. .

NEW

Stock

MAI-biers 5, White Sox 3
Bruce Bochte singled in one
run and doubled to set up

T-BALL
Chris Garland smacked a
home run as the. Yanks beat
the Reds 18-15 last night.

HOUSEBOAT

USED
In

what he said was the second
worst slump in his 12 major
league seasons, has raised his
batting average from .221 to
.243 with 13 hits in his last 37
times at bat.

vG117c1A7' OPEN FRIDAY
FINISH
8:30 AM 'til 8:00 PM

SAVINGS OF
20% TO 30%!

In Stock
From

From

1,800

Up

Steel,

1113,000up

Plain
Plush orOresel
Gas or
Fiberglass
liamiaum at

-1

461

e.0

See...naturally...The Houseboat People
Don McClurr

Grayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores o:i Kentucky toile
TOlif. 94 lost out of 'Autrey for 2 IFflOs tIVO right on 7S0 foam. 780 for 7 mole% pew Bonn.,
"to Panorama to Post stop trgir turn rrght Piton 44.fr aryd vOy OW,,,,,,,od
f•lophone 436 S4111

Grorery Tolle blarlitop

I

ALSO IN STOCK-FINE SELECTION WR. IRON
• ETAGERES • CHAISE LOUNGES • SPRING ROCKERS • HAMMOCKS • TEA CARTS

t
i

. 219 Broadway... Phone 443-6257

e
Home Furnishings Co.
111d
"Paducah's leading furniture Store"

11111

Ii
b

idirag11011.

1411
.1IMM 111
0
IP
°

4

BUDGET TERMS...

1

PA

41b
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HEALTH

A

44

11 4

Hard to help others
Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.

An
He's gone from 165 to 135 first but for about four or. involved
That doesn't inean the rest
pounds and he's 6 feet tall. five years, both beer and
He doesn't eat well and he whiskey.
of _the family has to suffer
He's also a heavy ciga- the full brunt of the disorder.
hasn't for years. He's always been a drinker. Beer rette smoker and has a . If your husband is intent
chronic cough that aggra- /- upon damaging his life,
vates a rupture he has had, there's no reason that you
for many years.
should allow this to happen
We were separated but to yourself.
since he was made aware of
To give you a resume of
his illness and because of his the medical effects of exceshard time financially, we
sive use of alcohol, I'm sendare back together again. We
ing you The Health Letter
don't communicate. V I try
number 1-4, Alcohol. Whisto approach the subject of , key, Gin, Vodka, Rum,
his condition, his drinking or
Wine, Beer . Others who
smoking, he gets very angry
want this issue can send 50
and tells me it's his life.
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
The doctor prescribed several medicinesS but, of
it. Send your request to me,
course, he doesn't take them
in care of this newspaper,
since he won* give up the
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
alcohol.
Station, New York, NY
I've talked to his doctor
10019:
but all he WW tell me is he
I would strongly recomhas to quit — that hospitalmend that you look in the
ization won't help.
yellow pages of your teleI don't know what to exphone book under alcoholpect or what direction his
ism and sce what facilities
illness will take. I know he
are available in your comhas coughed up blood. Will
munity. You should defihe get progressively worse?
nitely contact the Al-Anon
I've...tried everything I know
organization which is for
to help but he believes seefamilies of alcoholics. They
ing the doctor was a waste of
could probably give you
time and money — that the
'I_ •4\
some -useful help and insight
doctor was just trying to
while you're going through
scare him.
this stage of your life in
I don't expect a diagnosis
coping with your husband's
but with what little I've been
illness. If you can't find the
able to tell you of his condiproper facilities in your own
tion, can you tell me how
community, perhaps you
long
. such a situation cab
can in a nearby city.
persist without treatment? I
will be grateful for any information you can supply.
DEAR READER— One of
the frustrations physicians
experience is having to observe people -destroy their
health and be cornpletely
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
helpless to do anything
Republican
lig ubernatorial
about it. In our free society,
candidate Louie Nunn says
it's difficult to snake people
gasoline shortages on the East
do, things for themselves as
Rog $1 100
long as that person is asand West coasts could be a
sumed to be sane and
boon for Kentucky's tourists.
responsible.
-Kentucky is a logical
If the situation is as you
destination for a vacation spot
describe it to be, your husOTHER SIZE DIAMOND SOLITAIRES
closer to-horne," Nunn said in
band
is
seriously
damaging
ALSO NOW ON Sill!
his health. There is no way I
remarks
prepared
for
CHARGE IT!
can tell you how long the
delivery Wednesday to the
Amencon 12preseViss-Mestsf aisle
situation will last.
Governor's Advisory ComUP TO 2 TUE TO PAT
One of the worse -aspects
mission on Tourism.
of alcohol is that people
Nunn called for continuing
often have to reach the stage
efforts to promote the state's
of a medical emergency or
total financial collapse betourist attractions, adding
fore they're willing to accept
that if elected, he would also
any help. In many instances,
promote the convention
there are important psychiabusiness
within the state.
tric and emotional factors

DEAR DR LAMB — My
husband is 47 and he's been
told that he has cirrhosis of
the liver and must stop
drinking

707
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH

CORN-AUSTIN

4 DIAMOND

SOLITAIRES

4

NOW ON SALE

18

'9

,t

•
411\4 b
`-

/14

Gas Shertages May
Help State Tourism
Industry, Nunn Says

_1/2 CARAT

/
1
4 CARAT

1 CARAT

20
71
22
23
24
26
27
28

29

6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*
vox° min. dep. _
Rate effective: Thursday, June 21 through Wednesday, June 27
Fosters/ regulation prohibit tie empeetsdiag of Interest daily on
this smeared.
•Federal regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early
withdrawal from Certificate accounts

8sse wag e,:wiabox "\
usurts.ty
•

48

1
2
3

Roller & Pan Kit
Jerry Wallace, Rt. 3 Murray

$50.00 Merchandise Certificate
Mrs. James A. Parker. 1629 Catalina Dr.

Spred House Paint Brush 3"
Lou Orr, Rt. 5 Murray

Gallon
Spred House Paint Brush 4"
William J. Wheeler

SAVE
$500
Glidden's Best Latex Flat House Paint
•Quick drying, durable flat finish
• Resists blisters, peeling, cracking

Gallon

Reg.$14.99

Sale Starts Saturday June 23,Ends
Tuesday July 3,1979
Carlos
Black Jr.
Painting Co.
21 Years
Experience

Glidden's Best Latex Gloss
House and Trim Paint

SAVE
$500

•Chalk resistant, glossy finish
•Quick drying, easy to use
•Easy water clean-up

Black's Decorating Center

701 S. 4th Murray

40
41

II

10 Gal. Paint
Jackie Conley, 302 Oakdale Dr.

•Easy water clean-up

37
38
39

43
45
47

PRIZE WINNERS

Reg.$13.99

36

42

9b $599 $1,299
$32.5$45
Ai-0MT RACAA...
WARRANTY

31
34
35

•FlOOR COVERIN6oPICTURE FRAMES•WAU COVNING•CUSTOM DRAPES•RODS•OEDSPREADS •DPYWAII MUI)0S1614 PAINTS

Ruby
Duncan
Decorating
Service
13 Years
Experience

OPEN MON.-FR1. 7 tit 5,Sat. 8-12
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American Boeing 707 Hijacked
By Serbian Bombmaker
SHANNON, Ireland ) API An American Airlines Boeing
707, commandeered by a man
identified as a Serbian
nationalist bombinaker, flew
today from New York to
Shannon airport, where the
hijacker gave himself up to
police, authorities said.
It was more than 22 hours
after the hijacking drama had
begun on a New York-Chicago
flight. The FBI said the
hijacker, who arrived in
Ireland with his lawyer, had

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF.

INTERNATIONAL
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(AP)- Nicaragua's national
been armed with dynarniie.
guard says it arrested the
local time-9:47 a.m. EDT.
A crew of three were also
Two executives from corporal who shot and killed
aboard, authorities in New American Airlines had also ABC correspondent Bill
York said.
Stewart as he lay face down at
flown in from London.
A duty office spokesman at
In New York at about 4 a.m., a guard roadblock in
Shannon airport said the 'the Serbian nationalist had Managua, a presidential press
hijacker walked down the switched from a smaller card in his hand. President
steps from the plane to jetliner he had hijacked 16 Anastasio Somoza's offensive
waiting police in a remote part hours earlier during a flight to drive the Sandinista
of the airfield, and there was from New York to Chicago, guerrillas from the slum
no violence.
barrios onlhe eastern side of
the FBI said.
Scores of Irish police inthe capital appeared to have
cluding a special anti-terrorist M
bogged down as the drive went
unit, had surrounded the plane
into its fourth day. Residents
after it landed at 2:47 p.m.
said guard patrols were taking
and
casualties,
heavy

SU Poetry
Magazine
Wins Award

_ _."Crazy Horse," a poetry
and
fiction
magazine
4 Latm conACROSS
published by the Crazy Horse
unction
1 The unAssociation of the Murray
derworld
5 Lawmaking
State University Department
bodies
6 Lance
of English, recently was
'1 RAlund
6 Backbone
awarded a $300 prize by the
7 Free ticket
12 MrShioned
8 Dutch town
14 Russian city
entucky Arts Commission.
15 Din
9 Want —
udges for the "Literary
17 Gold symbol 10 Cause
Magazine Awards" were
11 Highways
18 Danish disJames Tate of Amherst,
poets
13 Noblemen
inct
Massachusetts,
Raphael
19 Mountain
16 Toward the
mouth
Rudnik of New York City,and
!akes
19 Brief
20 inwre
John Del4tney of Marcellua,
21 Roman gods 20 Straighten
New Yorit. 22 Chairs
22 Bristles
"Crazy H4R" was for23 Net
23 Wild plum
merly published at Southwest
25 Choice part
24 Guided
State University in Marshall,
31 Curl
26 Hindu
39 Se.4 eagle
26 Checks
41 Exclamation
32 Haileal
queen
Minn. However, after some
27 Young girl
42 Number
33 Masonic
28 Pennies
28 Adam's son
editorial difficulties at that
doorkeeper 44 Editing
Collog
29 Malice
school, the magazine was
abbr
35 Quaver
29 Spindle
31 Join
turned over to Professor
46
Above
38 N btle
30 Separated
34 Strokes
Delbert E. Wylder at Murray
35 Pith helmet
11123
4
8 9 10
State. Professor Wylder and
36 Three-Zed
sloth
Edith P. Wylder have
11
III
12
11
III
37 Mineral
assumed
the joint respon14
17
38 Complain
sibility as managing editors.
ill4
39 Cloth meas
i9
Poetry editors are James
III
2011
ure
Galvin and Jorie Graham of
40 Bible sect
21
22
41 Old womanthe Department of English,
ish
now on leave in Colorado, and
11
iill
42 Heraldic dethe fiction editor is Joe Ashby
27
vice
WIlSl
Porter, also a member of the
43 Deadly
31
32 33
29 30 II
English department at MSU.
45 Sprinter
. 36
3-4
In evaluating the magazine,
47 Speech
11
mannerism
the judges called "Crazy
3755
39
48 Haste
illi
Horse" -a sophisticated little
41
42
magazine with national
DOWN
44
46
aspirations providing an
1 Eremite
eminently readable platform
2 Encourage
48
3 Pigeon pea
for fine and emerging
writers." The first issue
published at Murray State
appeared this spring. It includes poems by some of the
best-known contemporary
poets, such as William StafThe Treasure House of Gifts an
ford, Mark, Jarman, William
Matthews, Cf&rles Wright,
gift selections from the
Philip Dacey, and Jon
following brides to be:
'Anderson, along with the less
Julie Quttand
well-known young poets
Kathy Rayburn
Ma ura •-Stanton,
Scott
Sheree Brandon
Jody Pritchard
Ruescher, and Steve Meeker.
Fiction write
Kristi Tinsley
ublished in
the first issue are`Frederick
Come visit, make 'your selection
Busch, Carol Berge, William
and we'll do the rest.
Patrick Kinsella, and Vicki
Lindner. -Crazy Horse" can
be purchased at the UniverMurray, Ky.
sity Bookstore. It sells for $4
per copy. The next issue will
be published in the fall.

ii au

reporters who visited the area
saw several bullet-riddled
military vehicles.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
economic summit conference
President Carter will attend in
Japan next week is being
transformed by events into an
"energy summit" where
leaders of seven industrial
nations will be under pressure
to find solutions to the latest
world oderisis.
Although energy problems
have been on the agenda of
four previous economic
summit conferences, they will
dominate the discussions at

the June 28-29 Tokyo summit,
officials say.
NATIONAL
NEW YORK 1AP) - A
Serbian nationalist armed
with dynamite headed for
Ireland early today aboard an
American Airlines Boeing 707
after switching from a smaller
jetliner he'd hijacked 16 hours
earlier duringa flight from
New York to Chicago, the FBI
said.
The hijacker, identified by
the FBI as convicted bombmaker Nikola Kavaja, 45, of
Paterson, N.J., boarded the
second plane at John F.
liCennedy International Air-

port after a return flight to
New York.
Kavaja was carrying 15
sticks of dynamite in a sachet,
the FBI said.

Federal-State Marta News Services
June 21,11r9
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
FtePort Includes 5 Baying Stations
Receipts Act. al Est. 300 Barrows &
Gilts .16 to .50 lugher Sows steady
541.06-41.50
US 1-2 21111-234
140.75-41.26
US 221/04M Us.
539.7540 76
US 34 2.41.14s.
t.S-NIIbl
53175.3975
Sows
629.0040.00
US 1-2 2711-M0 Its.
526.00-29.00
US 1-3 300-4611 lbs.
229.00,31.00
US 1-3 4.564001M
131.00-33.00
US 14 500460101.
327.00-28.00
US 2-3 3013-500
Boars $24.00-M.00

Prices ol Lock ol local interest at
• noon, EDT. today, furnished to tiaa
Ledger & nine. by Ftrit of Machtgan.
Corp . of Murray . are as follows
Industrial Average

Au Products.We
0% wie
American Motors.
Yits -1
m10=40111
Telephone
4.4
Americus
34s8 lkoti
Ekes's.
Chrysler....
71e +4,1
43
.
1
-411
Ford Motor..
Genital Care
Gomel Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Hardees
Heublein
IBM
K-Mart
Pswiwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendys

(An good board, no cracks, chips or broken edges)

Smaller

Paneling

Large Selection

Open Monday through Saturday 7 to 6
Open Sun. 1 to 6
We Welcome Cost Quality Comparison
With Anyone An where

III

IllSalllI

alUll4
lU47

III
5 1111
IllS

The Treasure House of Gifts

Check us out for some real honest-to-goodness
down home bargain hunter deals!
Our houseboat and Flote-Bote business has increased to the point that we must eliminate some
lines of the smaller boats. . .So. . .We have. . .
Grumman Fishing Boats and Canoes selling at
below replacement cost!

Reg.$18.00 NOW

Shoes
whatever you do Flee Bays
Wherever yc,,
can take it - part of today s Ambience Collection from
Samsonite These casual bags are made of soft supple and
rugged vinyl in a variety of contemporary colors With stitching that
stands up and zippers that keep zipping And there s one designed for
Amt,enr_e Only Samsonite has it Save now
hff.

*Somerset Runabouts in stern drive models
*Family Ski Boats — nobody, but nobody, will give you as much boat
for the money as we will. Three left, a 17.5, a 18.2 and a 19.7. All bow
riders,2 deep V's, one tri-hull.
*Three Harris Deck Boats left at low', low prices.

.Two Steury Cruisers at rock bottom prices.

*A few nice used boats including a sharp Sea Ray 24' cruiser with full canvas, Viking Deck Boat and others.

Men's 4 Piece

We are serious on closing out these sterns. We honestly have
more business going than we can properly take care of and give our
customers the service they deserve. Our customers are a wonderful
bunch of boating people and we intend to take care of them.
If you are in the market for'any of these items... it will pay you to
see us now!!
Greysori McClure

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Tolle 94 f•st out of Allut,•y for 2 wars Turn .01 on 711° Follow 7110 lo,
,nto Ponotorns to fast slop soon turn right then left end you how. et..r•d
Telephone 414 5481

P411 Bonn,
"

1411,10411.104

Men's 3['wee

Vested Suits
$7488
Reg.$115.00

. +3.36

Values to $22.00

No Trade
We
110 +it
We -%
10%
14 lac
27 -ors
72% 41
27% +II
nam Au
2:Pla
•' *c
No Trade
16".B 17,4A

.
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Deaths and Funerals

TVA•••
::(Coetinued from rage One )
'in itself cries for regional
itpreselitation,
-. The people 0( the i Tennessee) valley must have a
voice in what the TVA plans to
do with this money," Ford
added. "The Congressional
Mudget Office has pointed out
raising rates charged to
etasumcrs"
TVA provides electricity to
a seven-state Southeast area
that includes part of western
Kentucky.

GALLER IFS OPEN
BOSTON ( A P — The
Museum of Fine Arts says its
Classical Galleries have been
re-opened to the public
following an 18-month period
of renovation.
Dr. Jan Fontein, museum
director, says, For the first
time in a great many years
the museum's collections of
Greek, Roman and Etruscan
works from the Department of
Classical Art are arranged ...
so that the viewer can explore
examples of Greek
succession from the 5th
century B.C., through the
.Hellenistic period."

Sam L. Farmer Dies Funeral Is Friday
At Local Church
Tuesday With Rites
For John Hughes
Being Held Today
The funeral for John

W.
Hughes of 31_1 South 13th
Street, Murray, will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, where he was a
member, with John Dale
officiating and Jerry Bolls
directing the congregational
song service.
Burial will follow in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery in Henry
County, Tenn., with the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home in charge of the
arrangements where friends
may call until the funeral
hour.
Mr. Hughes, 84, died
Wednesday at 10:15 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
carpenter and a veteran of
World War I. He and hi.1,wife,
the former Carrye Lawrence,
who survives, were married
June 26, 1920.
`Survivors include his wife;
two daughters, Mrs. Bob
(Hilda) Swisher, Paducah,
and Mrs. James (Adolean)
Bazzell, Hazel Park, Mich.;
two sons, James Everett
Hughes, Murray Route 7, and
William Luther ',,Hughes,
London, England; tw4isters,
Mrs. Buron (Nina) Phyner
and Mrs. Lake ( Leelal Hall,
Murray Route 4; six brothers,
Roy, Murray, George, Detroit,
Mich., Toy, Murray Route 2,
Noble, Puryear, Tenn.,
Dudley, Murray Route 4, and
Fred, Hazel Route 2; 1,1
grandchildren: 11 great
grandchildren.

Sam L. (Bun) Farmer,
brother of Lawrence Farmer
2
of Murray, died Tuesday at
age
of
years
77
was
p.m. He
and a resident of 900 Poplar
Street, Benton.
Mr. Farmer, a retired
electrician, was a member of
IBEW Local No.816, Paducah,
and of the Benton First
Missionary Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Reba Farmer; three
sons, Sam Farmer, Gilbertsville, Solon Farmer, Benton,
and Bobby Farmer, Murtwo
Tenn.;
freesboro,
brothers, Lawrence of Murray
and Zack Farmer of Benton;
11 grandchildren; six great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of.the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Rodney Travis officiating.
- Serving as pallbearers are
Connie Wyatt, Silvan Darnall,
Dan Williams, Butch Farmer.
Jeff Farmer,and Alton Rudd.

Gan,
Mademoiselle
Shop
Murray, Ky.

Annual Summer

SALE
All

Summer
Merchandise

Open Late Friday Night
June 22

Will Ease Medical, Legal Service Shortage

Proposal Closer To Approval
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
A proposal aimed at easing
shortages of medical and legal
services in some areas of the
state has moved a step closer
to legislative approval.
The interim Joint Committee on Education Wednesday gave its approval to
the program drafted by a
on
committee
special
professional schools admissions.
The measure will be prefiled for consideration by the
1980 Legislature pending
specific funding recommendations from the state
Council on Higher Education.
The proposal is the
outgrowth of a recurring issue
in recent legislatures concerning inadequate health
care and legal services in
many areas of the state,
especially rural areas.
- The Council on Higher
Education would be given the
responsibility of developing
the
administering
and
weald
program, which
potential
identify
professionals in underserved
areas and give them additional educational opportunities.
Members of the special
•mmittee said studies have
indicated that medical and
legal students from rural
areas are more likely to
return there to practice.

The program also calls for
each professional school in
Kentucky to publish its admissions criteria and to give
extra credit to applicants
Ironi urrderserved or underrepresented areas.
The interim committee also
approved a proposal from the
special committee to modify
the residency program at the
state's two medical schools so
that every resident would
spend part of his time in a
rural area.
And the committee agreed
to legislation that would
the
repeal
so-called
"Dawahare amendment" that
was accidentally adopted by
the last General Assembly.
The measure, named for its
chief sponsor, Rep. Hoover
Dawahare, D-Whitesburg,
would have required the
state's medical and dental
schools to apportion 70 percent
of their entering class seats
among the state's seven
congressionaldistricts.
The interim committee alio
approved for pre-filing a bill to
increase the length of the
terms of members of the
boards of regents of statesupported universities and the
Council on Higher Education
from four years to six years.
Sen. Robert Martin, ORichmond, the bill's sponsor,
said it would provide greater
continuity and prevent one
governor from appointing all
of the members of the council

or boards of regents.
Another bill approved for
place
would
bsprefiling
proprietary schools such as
business colleges under the
control of the Council on
Higher Education.
Sen. Jon Ackerson, RLouisville, said he didn't see
any need to regulate the
schools, since they were ac-

tually a type of private
business operated for profit.
Martin said the bill is not
designed to attack proprietary
schools, but to insure that a
level of quality is maintained.
The committee also accepted recommendation's by
one of its subcommittees
aimed at improving the
educational opportunities and

411
testing of children with
learning disabilities.
The recommendations include improving instructional
services for learning disabled
students on the high school
level, including developnient
of a certificate program in
learning disabilities for
secondary teachers.

Engineering Technology To
Offer Final Summer Class
The fourth and final evening nights each week, Mondays
Room
class to be offered this sum- through Thursdays in
Science
mer by the Department of S104 of the Applied
until 9:30
Engineering Technology at Building from 5:30
Murray State University will p.m. It carries three semester
may be
begin Monday, July 2, and hours of credit and
uneither
for
taken
continue through July 19.
e
graduat
or
uate
dergrad
A
in
workshop
and
tion
Registra
credit.
microprocessors and listed on
y
the summer class schedule as payment of fees, Weatherl
the
at
d
complete
be
may
said,
ENT 578-02, the course deals
with a general orientation to
microprocessors and includes
a detailed study of several
them
systems, among
Motorola's M6800 and Intel's
8085.
According to Dr. James G.
Weatherly, chairman of the
department, some prior
education or experience in
is
digital
electronics
necessary as a prerequisite to
the course.
The class will meet four

30%

first class meeting.
The cost for Kentucky
residents is $60 for undergraduate credit and $93 for
graduate credit. Additional
information may be obtained
by contacting Weatherly at
of
Department
the
Engineering Technology at
the university or by calling
(502) 762-3393.

OFF

CORN-AUSTIN

Livestock Market
•

.1.011SVILLE, Ky I AP — USDA F:sbuiated recetpts cattle and calves 300.
feeders 40 percent. limited slaughter
classes steak , feeders steady.
Slaughter seeecs few standard and good
slaughter cows
2-3 8901225 lb 58 4.30,I
commercial 4-5 54 00-5SA: utility 1-3 53 0059 00. cutter 1-2 52 50-59.88„,canner and
c-utter under 800 lb 47 90-52 0137-4/iiiter
bulls yield grade 1 1450 lb mcliCilling 81
carcass boning percent 72.00. yield grab
1-2 1030-1575 lb indicating 711-79 perceni-,
6590-69 75. slaughter calves and sealers
fe. choice 235.275 lb sealers 8250-9050
good 175-315 lb 72 00-78 00. calves untested: feeder steers chew. 320,500 lb
1875-18.00. mixed good'ancl choice 450475
lb 71 5040 00. geed 360-375 lb 75 00-76 OD:
450-900 lb 6400-70 75; tveders choice 300-512
lb 72.80-9090. good 340480 lb 0050.71 75.
Hogs 500 barrows and gilts 50-75
higher, US 1-2 215.235 lb 43 00-43 45, No 2
335-235 lb 42 5043 00. 2-3-235-270 lb 41 504259 No 3 200255 lb 40.50-41 50. 255-325 lb
39 50-40 50. sows hilly steady. US 1-2000
540 lb 32 50-33 60. - 0D 3300.450 lb 31 0032 CO. boars over 300 lb 3050-32.10.
Sheep 25: untested early

FRENCH TOAST
_ It's French Toast to us,
"Lost Bread" to the French
and 'Found Bread" in
Belgium. Whatever you call it,
for a fun variation on the
French Toast theme, make an
eggnog flavored batter by
:adding nutmeg, vanilla, and
mayve a little rum to
traditional ingredients.

"Where You Save
Does Make A Difference"
Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates

Money Market
Certificate
RATE

Be Sure To
Watch For
Individual
Merchants Specials

Effective June 21
Through June 27

Federal Regulations Prohibit Compounding Interest On This Type Certificate
(Ask Abort Our Monthly Or Quarterly Interest Checks)

Early Withdrawal Requires A Substantial Interest Penalty

(ow( (mosaic
LENDER

753-1214

Allison's Cards & sifts
Bank of Murray
Beale Nardware
Beene's Inc.
Bright's
Cornett's Shoes
nil Cherry's
Cora Austin
Crass Fernitnre
Family Shoes
Graham Jackson
Nolland Drugs _
Nopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan
Jeffrey's
Lorman's
Liddsey's Jewelers
Lfftletoss Mademoiselle
Murray Appliance
The Murray Ledger & Times

Murray Supply & Wholesale Electric
National Store
Pagliai's
Parker Ford
Parlor's Super Market
Peoples Bank
Purdom's
Ryans
Settle Workman
The Specialty Shop
Thurman Furniture
The Tux Shop
Twin Lakes Office Products
Wallis Drugs
Ward & Elkins
•Western Auto
Winchester Printing
WNBS-WAAW
V/SJP Radio
Youth-Shop

Open
Until"
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SCHOOL WINS HONORS - The Thurman School of
Dance won
special honors at the 1979 Mid United
States Dance Championships
held at the Galt House, Louisville, May
31 to June 3. Fourteen states
were represented with 30 studios. Attending
from the local Thurman
School of Dance were 43 persons who
entered in 171 events and
placed

in 117 of these events. TOP awards won by the
studio included Top Studio, Top Male Student
Mike Blankenship, and Top
Female Teacher Elsie Thurman. Craig
and Elsie Thurman won second
in the American Rising Star
division
Smooth Division. Huntef Love

A

cky
u n3 for
unal
wed
y at
of
• at
Ring

Dancers Win Honors
vavsee
Chavhp

and won third in the International

photographed the group at the championship meeting who are, left to right,
first row, Michael Brock,
James Nesbitt, Elsie Thurman, Beverly
Barnett, Craig Thurman,
Charles Thurman, Pam Mavity, Judy
Baucum, Morris Baucum; second
row, Ashley Thurman, Christi
West, Becky Johnson of Huntington,
Tenn., Foyle Michell, Doris Rose, Winnie
Love, Lila Ogletree of LaCenter, tin Johnson, Joyce Bowden of
Henry, Tenn., Mary Lafser, Jennifer
ford, Rebekah Brock; third row,
Don Brock, Jr., Henrietta Hill of
Springville, Tenn., Jennie Nesbitt,
foe-cowin, Charles Ogletree of
LaCenter, Ruth Fuqua and Jane Copeland
of Martin, Tenn., Cecilia
Brock, Jo Beard of Martin, Tenn.,
Hazel Cowin, Sue Beadles of
Mayfield; fourth row, Allen Rose, Mike
Blankenship of Paris, Tenn.
David Barnhill of Huntington,
Tenn., Keys Brummitt of

McKenzie,
Tenn., Jerry Bowden of Henry, Tenn., Joe Fuqua
and Charles
Copeland of Martin, Tenn., Don Brock, Bill Beard
of Martin, Tenn.,
Charles Beadles of Mayfield, and Elroy Hill of Springville,
Tenn. The
group was entertained by the United States Champions
, Al Franz and
Beverly Donahue, international style dance champions
of the U. S.
today.

GULF HAS LOW TIRE
PRICESEVEW1DAY!
If you've been limping along on
wornout tires simply because you've been
waiting for a sale, here's some really good
news! At your participating neighborhood
Gulf dealer, you'll find low tire
prices every day!(365 days a year.) yes.

" /ow prices on quality tires
that are constructed for the long haul.
When you shop participating Gulf dealers
you can be confident you're getting a
good deal on a great tire. Just check these
everyday low prices! And start saving today!

BELTED BIAS
s-Ezi

THURMAN SCHOOL - Stafritiiinbers of the Thurman School of Dance are
photographed by Hunter Love at the Mid United States Dance Championships held at
Louisville. The studio was awarded the trophy for being named the Top Studio at the
meeting with 30 studios represented from 14 states. Elsie Thurman was named the top
female teacher and Mike Blankenship was named top male student. Blankenship, not
pictured, has been named to the staff of the school. Staff members include, left to
right, Morris Baucum, Judy Baucum, Beverly Barnett, Elsie Thurman, Charles Thurman,
Craig Thurman, and Pam Mayity. On the right is the trophy for top studio and on the
left is the trophy for top teacher.

A dependable, pcJlar-priced
tire. Four ply pokester cord
body
-WHITEWALLS 1500 MORE PEP TIRE

EE
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SuRIED

A78-13
61.42
$19.96 _
600-12
1.40
1996.
078-13
133 _._ 24.95 _
C78-14 ' -tin
29.96 ,
178-14
2.10 . 32.95
F78-14
2.22
33.95 _
G78-14
2.311
35.96
H78-14
12-111
35.95
56655
La
MIS
600-15
1.37
26.95 ,
078-15
2.44
37.95
H78-15 ..._ 2,41
311.96
178-15
2.45
37.96
1.78-15'
2.66
44415

Good mileage at a medium
price. Two fiberglass belts
over two bias polyester
cord body plies.

FE to

SUNTE0

1178-13
slit
C78-14
2.01
178-14 -' 2.21
F7814
2.34
0711-14
233
H78-14
2.1
A78-15 __. UN
078-15
am
H78-15
232
)78-15
3.06
L78-15
3.51

L
$29.96
39.96 ,
40.96
43.96 ,
4545 -4845
39.96
46.95
51.96
52A6
52.96

•Pod a.lat.e only fl OellTeWall

$1995*

The Pettigrew kids
always eat their
vegetables.
Especially when
they're eating
our vegetables.

$2995

SIZE: A78-13 FIT $1.62

SIZE: B78-13 F.E.T. $1.86

iv/sem:raster

GULF'
45,000 MILE
STEEL RADIAL

36,000 MILE
STEEL RADIAL
FIT

SIZE

lower cost radial1ire alternative. Two wide steel belts
over two radial polyester cord
body plies
A

6078-13 175R-13
AR78-11 165R-13
DR78-14
ER78-14 1891 14
1878-14 1994 14
GB78-14/2051 14
'78-14215R-14
8R78-15/165R 15
1878-15/1458-15
0878-15/2058-14
HI78-15/215R-*
1178-15/22511-15
4/78-15235R 15

$IAS
iii
227
2.24
2-56
.._ La
30

to
Las

SURISTLE°
$39.95
39.95
52.95
53.96
54.115
62.95
.
00
26
51.96
59.96

3-73
2.51
3.14
3.3o_

8105 ,
114.56
71.96 _
73.95

SIZE

Ow best mileage getter.
Two wide steel belts over
two radial polyester cord
.body plies.

FIT

BR78-111/5R-13'
,
$1.941
0R78-14
221
ER78,14/185R-14
2.311 ,.
FR78-14;195R-14
2.55
GR78-14,205R-14
2.16
HR78-14/215R-14_ _ 2.95
GR78-15/205i-15 __ 2.73 1
HR78-15/2143-15
2.98_
JR78-15225R-15
3.14
LR78-15/235F3 15
3.30

SUFIKKED

$49.95
61.95
63.96.
65.95
73.95
78.96
18.96
18I6
$1.95
83.95

*995*
SIZE: BR78
FEI $1.9%

Why did the Pettigrew
kids gobble up their
vegetables? Well, they like
Jerry's vegetables. Aild their
mom did say there was
Strawberry Pie for dessert.

175R-13

SIZE: BR78/175R-13
PET.$1.98

WHY WAIT FORA.
TIRE SALE?
See these Gulf Ueolers for their Everyday Low Proces

We make
you feel
at home.
•

%lea

RESTAURANTS
SO. 12th Street

a

Uniireisity Gulf
"LD" Workman
5 Points Murray, Ky.

Lovett Brothers
Gulf
4th & Elm Sts., Murray, Ky.
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COME TASTE MI

Tornadoes, Heavy Rain And Hail Hit
Upper Midwest; Two Killed Tuesday
By The Associated Press
Tornadoes, heavy rain and
hail pounded the upper

called the storm "the most third of the state.
Midwest, uprooting trees and and destroying crops.
In Omaha, the state's
power
The National Weather widespread outbreak of
lines, smashing
buildings and light airplanes Service in Kansas City, Mo., severe weather over the largest city, 60-mph winds
northern Plains for this time blew down a house under
of year that can be recalled.'
construction. In Tilden, Neb.,
Two people were killed a tornado ripped the roof from
Tuesday and several others a fertilizer plant and tore a
injured.
catwalk off a grain elevator.
Nebraska took the brunt of
In southwestern Nebraska,
the storm, which swept hail damaged corn, wheat,
Tuesday with winds bean and sugarbeet crops in
WASHINGTON AP —The Frances Humphrey Howard, Secretary
Rogers C.B. eastward
"if onlies" finally got to Sen. sister of the late Sen. Hubert Morton. Morton died April 19 gusting up to 90 mph. Its main Perkins, Keith and. Deuel
Birch Bayb, he told members Humphrey; and Ann Morton, after having cancer for six force stretched 140 miles from counties. A dust storm briefly
the Kansas border to the South cut off visibility at Cairo.
of Congress in an appeal to the wife of former Interior years.
Dakota line. Damage or inhave more resources comMinnesota homes and
juries were also reported in streets were cluttered today
mitted to the treatment and
Iowa, Minnesota and Kansas, , with
cure of cancer.
broken
windows,
and the Dakotas.
The Indiana Democrat,
uprooted trees and downed
—forrradoes Caused an power lines, leftovers of a
whose wife Marvella died of
estimated $500,000 damage in parade of tornadoes and
cancer in April, appealed to
Watertown, S.D., about 100 thunderstorms.
Congress Tuesday along with
miles from the Minnesota
others who have lost loved
Sheriffs' departments in the
ones to the disease.
Southern part of the state
WASHINGTON AP — The cordial." Newsom's visit border.
At least 23 Nebraska reported
If you talk about what you State pepartmeni says several days ago came less
r5
tornadoes
counties were hit and tornado touching down between 6 p.m.
learn when you go through an Undersecretary of State
than a month after the State
experience like this,'there are David Newsom made an Department blocked the sale warning sirens wailed in 10 of and 10 p.m. Tuesday. The
them at various times damage was jet beginning to
more 'if onlies' than you can unannounced trip to Libya to
of three jetliners to Libya.
Tuesday afternoon.
imagine," Bayh told the explore a more harmonious
be tallied early today.
Mohammar
leader
Libyan
Antelope County authorities
Senate Appropriations relationship With the African Qadaffi said in a recent inThere were no immediate
said Randy Schwarting and __reports of serious injuries, but
Committee which helps set country.
terview he could not rule out
limits on federal health
Department spokeswoman the possibility Libyan oil Clarence Strahrn were killed city officials warned people to
spending each year.
Jill Schuker confirmed exports to the United States when 75-80 mph winds and watch out for power lines
-If only we had invested a Tuesday pnblished reports would be suspended if Libya three-quarter-inch hail struck —dil*ned by the storm. No
a farm shed about a mile and a travel was advised in the
little more money...," he said. about the visit, but declined does not receive theplanes.
half from tiny Oakdale.
Minneapolis
Also speaking before the additional comment. Sources
suburb
of
There were reports of Deephaven because of the
panel were Mrs. Nat "King" who asked to remain
Yeast breads made with
Cole, whose husband died of . anonymous described the milk stay fresh longer than downed power lines, property power lines. And the suburb of
damage and uprooted trees Minnetonka was without
lung cancer 14 years ago; consultations as "frank but those made with water.
throughout the eastern one- water after power went out.

C Strip

It'll keep you comm'back!)

Appeal Is Made For More
Resources For Cancer Cures

Undersecretary Makes
Trip To Libya To Help
RelationsWith Africa

This weekend.
Sirloin Stockade proudly
features our KC Strip A thick, juicy cut
cooked lust the way you like it We guarantee it With a big
baked potato or french fries and a thick slab of toast, you'd
expect to pay more than $3 99 But that's all it is at Sirloin
Stockade. Add a trip to our Soup n Salad Bar, maybe Only
99- And-what you have is an uncommon-value at a rather
unoommon steakhouse Sirloin Stockade.

STOCKADE'

SIRLOIN

Quality that keeps you comin'back.
Bei-Air Center
•-••••,

CHILTON
REPAIR
MANUALS

CARQUEST
MOTOR OIL

CHILTON'S
TRUCK and %ON
RENA MANUAL

'" •

The 6 Quart 6 Pak
six 12ounce bottles of great tasting
PepsoCola in Pepsi Cola's big
gest take home carton Now
you can enjoy the quality taste
of Pepsi Cola plus the convert
ience of buying it in quantity

40

• 6-1'.
.60

C.

Six resealable/retumable32-ounce bottles
in onetake-home carton.
4•
7‘
dowsl".7

'0

‘..•••

Buy in quantity!
Have Pepsi enough to last.
The6-Quart 6-Pak.

10W40
ALL-SEASON
OR HD30 WT.

CHLTON-S
iMpOot
myroNionw
FNtrar
WOLMA

••, •[.

more than thirty eight five
ounce servings of sparkling
Pepsi from one handy package Its the best way yet to
make sure ydu have Pepsi
enough to last Each bottle has
a reseal cap to help loaf( in the
sparkle and the carry back
carton is a perfect way to resum your empties for a refund
Get quality in quantity with
Pepsi Cola's 6 Quart 6 Pak

SPECIAL

1979 IMPORT AUTO #6578
Sug. List $18.95
YOUR
1979 TRUCK & VAN #6698 CHOICE
Sug. List $18.00

88

Deluxe
hardcover editiOn14. ea.

Meets or exceeds
all manufacturers'
new car warranty
YOUR
requirements
CHOICE
A product Of
Ashland Oil Co
Limit one case
Per customer
64qt

oorrNenallalwas,

AUDIOVOX
Sound is our narne Nix, know it

SOUND EXPLODER

Sug. List $38.00

Car stereo power amplifier
25 watt stereo
t12 5 per channel).
turtle wax

2488
_

1

LIMITED
QUANTITIES
Sug List 53 85

LIQUID AUTO WAX
World's largest selling liquid auto
wax Giant 18 oz size

1P9

T 123

FREON
•
RECHARGE KIT
14 oz freon lock valve charge
line with safety check dispensing
valve instructions

ItirGFRANT4

599

..154J&E TEA,

REWARD •$10 CASH

PEPSI-CCU

32
OUNCE

AnybodY'CI be a dab blamed fool to pass up an offer
Ike this You can get a $10 Reward in cold hard cash
just for installing a set of four Monroe Rada;
Matic or Monro-Magnum 60 shocks in your car
4x4 van Or DOW()
That's right podner just buy four Radial
Matics or Monro Magnums and we'll hand
you one bog $10 bill right on the spot
0.0
•A'aoh. MA,•
The reward works two ways You not
only get ten bucks to clo with what you
want but you also get the best richn'
buggy you've had in years with a set
'of AmericAt favorite shocks You'll
be pretty hard-pressed to beat a
deal Nke that
CARQUES7 RAINCHECK D Mar.
V ivnv A Routst spec la( a bona #Kie 0.00e0 ,f*e run Out 00 an advertised
item a f asi TC reCehre the mer Cr arKase we I55Je a "Rarricne(a• entitling you to tne sale mice Rancherks 00

0CIT. apt:ft TO .terhs stated as tieing m write° suorov aie reserve the 'lord to surhmtute items of equ31 or better •
value r t'`e evR^r Mat Our StOrkS o etive0nSed coec.ah her ome depietipci

sale prices good at particioating CAROUEST Auto Inrts stores throutp Jame 50 1929.

Motor Parts 11 Bearing
1109 Chestnut St.
Murray 753-8311
CarqueSt.W'VlelirS are hirable th0Oupe hartS Clistrtutori Warehouse Inc menichis Navy** and EIrrie, Nosvsuop,
POINI

WE KNQW
_._. WHAT YOU

MEM"WIIEN YOU'RE TAtkif4O PARTS ..=Ial toc
A':hows
-

BCrTTLED BY PADUCAH BOTTI1NG Co PADUCAH,KY UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo ,INC , PURCHASE, NY
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Drugs Much In Evidence During
60s, Where Have They Now Gone

Where Your Dollar Means More

EDITOR'S NOTE — One of
the things mazy recall from
the Woodstock music festival
was the pervasive odor of
marijuana. "Pot" and other
drugs were very much a part
of the 1960s. Where have the
drugs gone now.

10.C.

"There are some who used Group of George Washington
drugs and now don't who say University. In 1971, the perthere was something good centage was 19. By 1974, it was
about it. There's a smaller 30 percent; by 1977, it was 44
group that really have been percent.
left behind, a little like shells
Today, "recreational" use
that are left up on the beach of the illicit drug has
after a very heavy wave has mushroomed in the middle
come in. They're living class. "All of my friends
By DOLORES BARCLAY
alternate lifestyles on very smoke marijuana," said a
Associated Press Writer
little income and still using Washington, D.C., stockSAN FRANCISCO (API — drugs."
broker.
The generation of "feed your
According to Smith and
Alcohol and marijuana 4re
head" and "do your thing," of other
drug
experts, the two most widely used
"tune in, turn on and drop psychedelics are still widely drugs by today's young
out" is no longer the drug cult used. But those who take ISD people. The 1977 Social
it was a decade ago.
— the hope for "expanded Research Group survey found
But the drugs those much- consciousness" 10 years ago that 60 percent of high school
publicized youth touted have — learned to do so with a bit graduates and 65 percent of
become woven into the fabric more care. Thus, there are college graduates had tried
of American society.
fewer complications than marijuana.
The use of pills and cocaine there were in the '60s.
The. survey also noted a
is on the rise and marijuana
Alcohol and barbiturate steady trend in increased use
laws have been eased in many abuse_ Smith_ said, has now of cocaine, the hypnotic
states. This,,despite a recent replaced LSD as the biggest sedative Quaalude, and PCP,
warning by Health, Education drug problem in Haight- — known by pharmacists as
and Welfare Secretary Joseph Ashbury, the citadel of drugs phencyclidine and by users as
A. Califano that the growing in the 1960s. Government drug "angel dust."
use of marijuana is becoming experts say this "polydrug"
But unlike the children of
a dangerous problem.
abuse is a growing problem the '60s — who were intent on
The greater use of "pot," nationwide.
expanding conoiousness —
LSD and these other drugs is a
In the 1960s, Haight- today's youth seem more
legacy of the '60s generation
Ashbury attracted youth from interested in a good tme.
that reached its peak 10 years around the world to its clogged
Most observers agree the
ago this summer at a dazed streets, especially in the 1967 age of flower power and love
love-in in upstate New York—. "summer of love." They came began to wane after that
the Woodstock music festival.
in beads, beards and feathers, summer.
But today, many children of smoked marijuana, took
-I think the '60s taught us to
the '60s no longer use these speed and LSD and talked of take the drug issue more
drugs themselves. Many the bright new civilization seriously," said DuPont, the
turned to traditional lifestyles. they hoped to find.
former head of the nation's
Some simply burned out.
It didn't come.
drug abuse institute. "For a
Some, of course, continued on
Today, a 35-year-old Los time, we thought it was a fad.
drugs and depended more Angeles architect — call him Well, it's not a fad. It's an
deeply on them.
Ron — stands before the enduring problem. We've
It . is difficult to measure peeling facade of a one-time redefined our long-term
drug use in today's society in rock stronghold, the Straight dependence on alcohol and
terms of statistics — users do Theater on Haight Street. H1111101811acco and that's a direct
not stand up to be counted. So, says he stopped smoking legacy from the '60s.
the words of the experts, the marijuana, drinking alcohol
"Drug taking in the '60s got
users and limited studies are and using psychedelics four caught up in the Vietnam War
the best guide.
years ago.
and youth upheavals in the
Says Dr. David Smith, head
"I didn't want any foreign country," he said. "Taking
of the Haight-Ashbury Free substances in my body," he drugs became a political
Clinic: •'Many people from the says, digging at the pavement statement and had meaning as
'60s have turned away from with his jogging shoes.
an act. q(ids today aren't
drugs ... toward a chemically
Even Dr. Timothy Leary, making
any
kind
of
free life. They don't use any once the high priest of MD, statement."
chemicals, including alcohol." says he no longer takes acid.
There are, of course, youths
For some members of the
The number of 25 year olds today who aren't even living
Woodstock generation, says to 34 year olds — roughly the the drug legacy of the
Dr. Robert DuPont,"the drug Woodstock generation — who Woodstock nation.
thing is something that was used marijuana at any time
Says one, Christopher
and it's over now." DuPont, increased subatantially from Chambers, an 18-year-old
former head of the National 1971 ,to 1977, according to a Princeton University freshInstitute on Drug Abuse,igoes nationwide survey made for man: "Beer is dominant. It's
on to say:
NIDA by the Social Research like the '60s never happened."

We've Slashed Prices on Regular, Discontinued and
Closeout Items to Make Room for Our New 1980
Merchandise!

ne,leftsOoel

Save
$100

STA-84B by ReallstIce
Clean styling, clean sound. 18
watts min RMS per channel at
8 ohms, 20-20,000 Hz, 0.5% total
harmonic distortion. Walnut
veneer case. 31-2081
CHARGE IT
•MOST STORES)

Two-Way,
Three-Speaker System
for Floor or Shelf

Save Even More! Hi-Fi
System of the Month!

Optimuse-21 by Realistic
Special "location" switch lets you
"customize" each speaker for left
or right channel placement in your
room. Acoustic suspension 10"
woofer, two 3" tweeters with
aluminum voice coils. Genuine
walnut veneer. 40-2026

•STA-646 Stereo Receiver with
Phase-Locked Loop Circuit for
Superb-Sound
•2 Optimus-21 Speaker Systems with
10" Woofer. Two 3" Tweeters
•LAB-55 Changer, Base, Dust Cover,
519.95-Value Magnetic Cartridge

Reg.
Separate $379
Items
599.80

Save-7
$60

HA
LF
PR
ICE!
Realistic Cass

ette Recording Tape

60 Minute

90 Minute

Get less noisetand hiss, more smooth sounding music
at our low, low prices! Stock up now — there's no
limit!

OUR
SLOW
MOVING
PART.

Save
$100
4-in-1 Music

Clarinette -101
by Realistic

Tape Not Includea

359.95

It's a stereo receiver,
cassette recorder,
8-track recorder and •
record Changer
all in one! Matching
speakers 13-1204

Save
25%
Ultrasonic Burglar Alarm System
Stop intruders! Protect
your family and property'
Ultrasonic field triggers
alarm wnen any motion
is detected. Just plug
into AC 275-461

—

by Archer'

TRC-427 by Realistic

You'll need CO to find
open gas stations, he
-best- prices. di rectionr.
And, CB is valuable in
an emergency'
21-1534

Save
44%
Tape No! •

•)cle,1

Portable AM/FM Stereo 8-Track
Goes anywhere! Big
34/4" speakers for
superb sound. Plays
on AC or optionalextra batteries or
12VDC adapter. 14-926

PORTIPLAY* by Realistic

by Realistic
Consult your local Toyota dealer for EPA mileage figures

HATCHER AUTO SALES

Reiponds to all fires, quickest to the smoldering
kind. Easily mounts on wall or ceiling With battery

515 So. 12th Street
Murray,Ky.-753-4961

27S-453

Great for travelers, Outdoorsmen Pulls in
National Weather Service
VHF stations
up to 25 miles
away' With
battery 12-156
Reg
12 95

WHEREVER "011 LIVE. WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S A RADIO SHACK
STORE IVEAA

NY

TOYOTA

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

^
M A E

ANIMMINIIIMEW

• ANDy
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,

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.
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Survivors Of Plane Crash Told Rescuers
They Didn't Know HowAircraft Got So Low
BIG CHIMNEY, W.Va..
AP — Survivors of a plane

crash that took the lives of
three Virginia men told

Final Jurisdiction Over
But No Decision In Case
LOS ANGEL-RS ( AP)— The
court with final jurisdiction
over the Jagger vs. Jagger
divorce case has yet to be
determined, but that fact
hasn't stalled legal action in
the case. '
Bianca Jagger's attorney
has filed a motion here asking
that rock singer Mick Jagger
be held in contempt for failing
to pay his estranged wife
$3,900 a week in temporary
support as ordered by
Superior Court Judge Harry
T. Shafer. Marvin Mitchelson

said Jagger, 35. has also failed
to obey the court's order to
deposit $35,000 in trust for
attorney's fees for Mrs.
Jagger,25.
Mitchelson said Jagger
would be served with a subpoena Co appear in Los
Angeles when the contempt
motion is heard Aug. 9. A
British court has scheduled a
hearing for July 6 to decide
whether the marital battle
should be waged here or in
London.

rescuers they didn't understand how their twinengine aircraft -got so low."
Officials of the Federal
Aviation Administration say
they still are investigating the
Tuesday crash of the Cessna
421, which plunged into a
densely wooded ridge and
burst into flames as it attempted to land at Kanawha
County Airport.
The airport's chief air
traffic controller echoed the
comments of the survivors,
saying the pipe's landing
-was just
standard
operation until it disappeared
from the radar."
Troopers identified the dead
as James L. Lockwood of
Hampton, Va.; Eddy F.

McLoughlin of Hampton, Va.;
and Edward C. Gaus of
Pogusion, Va. Harry L.
Fetter, 33, of West Lemingtori,
Va., and Ralph A. Dickson, 42,
of Hampton, Va., were
seriously injured.
The injured men were taken
to the General Division of the
Charleston Area Medical
Center, where they were
reported in critical condition
late Tuesday following
surgery, according to a
hospital spokeswoman.
Richard Crawford, FAA
coordinator at Kanawha
Airport said the flight began in
Newport News, Va.
The plane first contacted the
FAA control tower at
Charleston while 25 miles
from • the airport and

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
-

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

753404

requested permission to land.
The tower asked how many
people were board and the
pilot replied five. The plane
was then given permission to
land on runway 23, Crawford
said.
While about 2'
,2 miles
northeast of the airfield, the
plane suddenly disappeared
from the tower's radar, officials said. Efforts to contact
the plane by radio were unsuccessful and a ground
search was launched.
Initial reports that the plane
crashed in Coonskin Park
proved false and conflicting
reports of other crash sites
confused and delayed state
police and county search
units. The _wreckage was
eventually spotted by the Crew
of a state police helicopter on
a thickly wooded ridge.
Police and ambulance
crews dispatched to the area
were futher delayed by the
dense undergrowth in which
the plane crashed. The two
injured men had to be carried
down the hillside on stretchers. They were then
airlifted by helicopter to the
hospital.
Investigators from the
National
Safety
Transportation Board and the FAA
began investigating the cause
of the crash.
It was the third crash at or
near the airport in a month.
Charles Stukes of Pontiac,
Mich., was killed May 25 when
the Beech 18 he was flying
crashed into trees at Coonskin
Park, about a mile from the
airport.
On June 6, a DC-6 cargo
plane, loaded with 10 tons of
_marijuana, crashed on landing at the airport. No one was
killed. Marijuana was scattered over a hillside. Nine
persons were indicted in
connection with the flight.

LE

'TWILIGHT CABARET," a group composed of music, speech and drama students,
performed for the June luncheon at the Calloway County Public Library to a
capacity
crowd. Pictured (left to right) are: Laura Case, Tim Hawkins, Robin Crutcher, David
Price, Lisa Cates, Bryon Norsworthy, Lisa Goode,and Wayne Pope.
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§ Candles
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Plaques

Party Goods
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▪ Puzzles
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ALLISON'S
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Downtown Murray
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Seves0e•el.
4th ofJuly Sale!
A-I00, Ourlongest lasting latex

house paint

SALE

Flat or Gloss

99

*. One Coat Coverage.$
when applied
according to
directions.
'
• Resists Peeling

a qui

r rg $14

99

Save14agal.
Classic's?, Our
finestfktlatex
wallpaint
• One Coat Coverage. when
applied according to directions
• Withstands Scrubbing. -

Satisfaction Cataraatreof in the use-of these

99

«.011/1q 4

a gat
rey $13 99

or your pure hotr.prIie ui1 he refunded.

Save$3agat
SWP, Our
ti lastestlast*
'loss oilbase
house paint

. .t.
48,TRINI'13"
tujJsJ

Savei5'39on
Aluminum Ladders

Sale
119.99
424.99
16 fr
$.34 99
20ft
549 99
24 ft
$5999
28ft
579.99
Ltrentaort !adder woraavg lengths are 5ft
STEPLADDERS
EXTENSION
LADDERS

reg. $16.99

1 466k92144-

SPECIAL!
4"Won hoos,

buyI
I getIfre
e.
•
Imperial Burger.
Bu'. one Imperial Burger: 100"T ground beef topped with lettuce, tomatoes, cheese, pickles,
onion, and dressing on A sesame seed bun, and get the second Imperial Burger FREE.
Expiration Date - June 28th 1979

Burger Queen of Murray, 507 North 12th St., Murray, Ky.
•

I,IJP AND

*4', THIS-COUPON 11111111

:rush
•77G19

I

5ft

reg.
$35.95
141.40
$.59.60
$75.40
$9235 .
4
$119.65
Inns than sw,haled

Save on
Sealer /Finer

Sealer
s
Sealer

SAIl

141 f

5-.
reg. $9.99

r
'each. reg. $6.98

11,!.

• 0 79

$
649
5 gal
rcg $799

T

Pecocetief Service. Easy chow coartoieice with Mester Chew or Visa.

So side
Shopping Or!

753-3321

So. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
i LEGAL NOTICE

I. LEGAL NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTIIE

The Department of Finance of Kentucky desires
to lease approximately 236 net square feet of office
space to be located in Murray, Kentucky. Space
must be available for occupancy on or before September 1,1979.
Persons having property of this nature should
submit a written proposal to the Bureau of Public
Properties, Room 0101, New Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601; no later than 200 p.m. EDT,
Friday, June 29, 1979. At this time, all proposals
received will be publicly opened and read. Lease
Requisition Number PR-2266 should be clearly
marked on the outside envelope of each proposal
submitted. For any additional information concerning Lease Requisition Number PR-2266, contact the leasi-4 Section by calling (502) 564-4313.
Property must be approved by the office of the
State Fire M.srshal, meet OSHA and handicapped
accessibility specifications, as well as existing applicable building codes.

2. NOTICE

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS AND
PORTRAITS
753-8298

1

Tributary 1
to Clarks River

REDUCED' Fishing boat for
sale. V -Bottom fiberglass
with foot-control trolling
motor, live well, running
bghts, trailer with new tires
and jack $300 Call 759-1410

Just upstream of South
Second Street
Just upstream of South
Fourth Street

Bee Creek

4

It's A
Fact
Free sift
Wrapping
tl A Specialty At
Starks Rardnare

Tributary to Bee
Creek

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

485

464
468

Just upstream of the confluence with Bee Creek
Just downstream of U.S.
Highway 641 ( North 12 S Street

Tributary to Middle
Fork Clarks River

478
480

Just upstream of U.S. Highway 641 (South 12th Street)
Just upstream of Meadow Lane

•••

Ti,415 SMY GARDEN:
I PLANTE THESE
TaUTOE5L P,./kNi7E:7
THESE ?MAIO:

480

Just upstream of the
eastern corporate limits
Just upstream of North
Fourth Street

NOBONG GONNA
M_OVE AAE- OFF
MY LA!

496

2. NOTICE
FREE STORE 759.4600.
--REAL
OLD
fashioned
hickory smoked bar ta-q, by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big joe's
Bar B 0, Coldwater Road,
759 1864
•
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Alil°1ft
CORA. is
TerAT NEw
PRISON PIET

3 bedroom home on Lake with over 2,000 ft. of
area. Al] appliances stay with home including
new microwave oven. $37,500.
2 bedroom home on lake, lakeview lot. Perfect
starter or retirement home. Only 4 years old.
$28,500.

_

•

Kentucky
West
Telephone
Rural
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. has filed with
the Federal Government a Compliance
Assurance in which it
assures the Rural
Electrification Administration that it will
comply fully with all
requirements of Title
VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and the
Rules and Regulations
of the Department of
Agriculture
issued
thereunder, to the end
that no person in the
United-States shall, on
the ground of race,
color, or national
origin, be excluded
from participation, in,
be denied the benefits
of, or be otherwise
subjected
to
discrimination in the
conduct of its program
and the operation of its
facilities. Under this
Assurance,
this
organization is committed
not
to
discriminate against
any person on the
ground of race, color
or national origin in its
policies and practices
relating
apto
plications for service
or any other policies
and practices relating
treatment
to
of
beneficiaries and participants
including
rates, conditions and
extension of service,
use of any of its
facilities, attendance
at and participation in
any
meetings of
beneficiaries and participants or the exercise of any rights of
such beneficiaries and
participants in the
conduct
of
the
operations of this
organization.
Any person who
believes himself, or
any specific class of
individuals, to be subjected
this
by
organization
to
discrimination prohibited by Title VI of the
Act and the Rules and
Regulations
issued
thereunder may, by
himself or a representative, file with .the
Secretary
of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 20250, or the
Rural Electrification
Administration, Waalington, D. C. 20250, or
this organization, or.
all, a written complaint. Such complaint
must be filed not later
than 180 days after the
alleged discrimination, or by such later date'
to which the Secretary
of Agriculture or the
Rural Electrification
Administration extends the time for filing.
Identity of complaints
will be kept confidential except to the
extent necessary to
carry out the purposes
of the Rules and
Regulations.

New Listing - 3 bedroom brick veneer home in
Gatesborough. Large 2 car garage with
automatic door opener. Home has central gas
heat and central electric air conditioning. $60's.
UsALKif

:1141iNtera,

2. NOTICE

STATEMENT
Of
11411111SCRIMINATION

AGENCY: Office of Federal Insurance and Hazard Mitigation, FEMA
ACTION: Proposed rule.
SUMMARY:
' Technical information or comments are solicited on the proposed base (100year) flood elevations listed below for selected locations in the City of Murray,
Calloway•EoUnty, Kentucky.
These base (100-year) flood elevations are, the basis for the flood plain
management measures that the community is required to either adopt or show
evidence of being already in effect in order to qualify or remain qualified for
participation in the National Flood Insurance Program(NFIP ).
DATES:
The period for comment will be ninety (90) days following tht second
publication of this proposed rule in a newspaper of local circulation in the
above-named community.
ADDRESSES:
Maps and other information showing the detailed outlines of the flood-prone
areas and the proposed base (100-year) flood elevations are available for
review at City Planner's Office, City Hall,5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky, 42071.
Send comments to: Mayor Henley or Mr. Steve Zea, City Planner City Hall,
5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky,42071.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
2. NOTICE
Mr. Richard Krinirn
National Flood Insurance Program
202) 755-5581 or Toll Free Line(800)424-8872
Photo Copy
Room 5270
M achine
451 Seventh Street,SW
Sales & Service
Washington, D.C. 20410
TWIN LIKES
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
OFFICE PRODUCTS
The Federal Insurance Administrator gives notice of thelproposed deter713-41123
minations of base (100-year) flood elevations for the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, in accordance with section 110 of the Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (Pub. L. 93-234), 87 Stat. 980, which added section 1363 to the
BEQUETTE ELECTRIC
National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 Title XIII of the Housing and Urban
Commercial
or 1
Development Act of 1968(Pub. L. 90-448), 42 U.S.C. 4001-4128, and24 CFR 1917.4
wiring
Residential
a).
Free Estimates. 767These elevations, together with the flood plain management measures
4004 or 753-8560 after 5
required by Section 1910.3 of the program regulations, are the minimum that
p.m.
are required. They should not be construed to mean the community must
change any existing ordinances that are more stringent in their flood plain
management requirements. The community may at any time enact stricter
RICKY AtEXANDER
requirements on its own, or pursuant to policies established by other Federal,
CUSTOM
State, or regional entities. These proposed elevations will also be uSed to
calculate the appropriate flood insurance premium rates for new buildings and
DOZER WORK
their contents and for the second layer of insurance on existing buildings and
489-2695
their contents.
The proposed hasp ( 100-year flood elevations for selected locations are:
Elevation,feet,
Larry's
National Geodetic
Source of Flooding
Location
Vertical Datum
Clean-Up
Clarks River
Just downstream of Main
466
& Body Shop
Street(Highway 94)
Just downstream of Old'
753-7669
468
Concord Road

4.

•

1. LEGAL NOTICE

PROPOSED FLOOD ELEVATION DETERMINATIONS FOR
THE CITY OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
Under the National Flood Insurance Program

INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE SPACE

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office,,103 N. 4th
Street, is open for
business from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 8 a.m.
to 12 noon on Saturdays.
These hours include
the business office,
classified advertising
department, retail
advertising department
and
circulation
department.
At times other than
those listed above the
office is closed for
regular business even
though newsroom and
production employees
may be on duty.
We request that
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The
telephone
numbers
the
for
newspaper departments
are:
DEPARTMENT
NUMBER
Classified Ads 753-1916
Circulation
753-1917
Display Ads
753-1919
Accounting
753-1916
News & Sports 753-1918
The Murray
Ledger & Times

1. LEGAL NOTICE -

I. LEGAL NOTICE

5.4S BEEN EATING NOTs4iNG
BUT BREAD AND WATER
PCCi
,
OA•vt's

DON'T KNOW. LAST WEEK
SHE BROKE OUT ANO
.144% I ii4A,\./EN'T SEEN
14g }
SINK_ Ea
•

-

3 bedroom home situated on 11 beautiful gently
, rolling &Tea. Only 3 years old. $42,000.
Lots for Sale.
144 acres 7 miles from town $471 acre.

/Per
)
on.

SI

IL

34 acres with 1 acre + lake, beautiful building
site, $32.400.
Rail Road siding with one acre of land and
storage building. s22.000

•«. 41111110

Traik

It

tt

.00tfaidw
WE CANNOT LET

yes! YES.,

Tmem STEAL OUR

HEY THE NAT veS ARE
GETTING ReFLESS.
2401
Tile
F F30„.
TstiS
WHILE I
CRATE 57,14140TED •

(Josso TossseD0

CAN I SHOOT'
A FEW BEFORE
ivvE GO ?

GET IN FAST sr

ae

TREASURE! GET
YOUR sPEARS
!
WE FiGHT!

MP

Waldrop Real Estate

•

14AvE rum f

753-5646

• Ir.

19-

Lor-y Gott 436-5411
John inflis 436-2294

in

COL
. IL.
'
•

- ...'
0
ar-

•

Maurice tiun•Phrey 753-2403

Waldrop 75,3 7249
N.T. Waldrop 753-1390

Pete

Broker

1

16 NOME FURNISHINGS
23. EXTERMINATING
GE WASHER, $50 or best
offer. Call 436 2248
FREE
LIVING ROOM sofa, 'ex
Nearing Aid
cellent condition
on. 7$3
Sorvics Confer
4349
9a... 12.0016rwa
ONE
COUCH,
early
American style. 75.3•1778.
Frailly, nod
25- RCA EL 100 color t.v.,
Wallis Drug Store
$350. extra long, clean couch.
180, maple dresser,. $40;
Murray, Ky
maple chest, $40. Zenith
Bottoms of Bents,
stereo in Early American
cabinet, $90, upholstered
Benton, Ky. Ph. 527-8463
small occasional chair,,$20;
two maple occasional chairs,
24. MISCELIANEOUS
$15 each. Call 753 7853.
S. LOST-41. FOUND
ALUMINUM STEP ladders,
LOST: BABY doll at Uncle 18. SEWING MACHINES
ft .51879; S ft .$19 99. 6 ft
Jeff's. Child's toy with 'ONE CABINET sewing
sentimental value. Reward machine, good condition,' 521.99, 8 ft., $3999. extension
ladders,
14 ft , $28 88, 16 ft.,
offered.*Phone 492 8613.
cheap. Phone 753 6790.
$31.88, 20 ft, 545.99. 24 ft.,
6. HELP WANTED
19, FARM EQUIP.
559.99, 28 ft, 410.99. Wallin
APPLICATIONS
BEING FULL 1 HP electric weed Hardware, Paris, Tennessee
accepted, apply in person and grass trimmer, cuts with BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,
only at Fern Terrace Lodge, fish line, has automatic tine white, 5641.99 Colors, S69.99
1505 Stadium View Drive.
dispenser, $41.99.
Wallin Wallin Hardware, Paris,
HELP WANTED, 34 hours Hardware, Paris, Tennessee Tennessee.
per day, 3 5 days per week, FOR SALE: two 400 gallon ELECTRIC INSECT traps,
to do general'housework and Polyethylene tanks mounted
$39 99, 569.99. $99.99, S134.99-,
help care for 3 small on steel skid with 3 hp Briggs and $149.99. Wallin Hard
children. References & Stratton motor and pump, ware, Paris, Tennessee.
required. Call 753 8756.
$875 One 8 row trailer type
GO CART with jeep body, 3
JANITOR, HOURS 8 tif 4. boom sprayer, 200 gallon, hp Briggs and Stratton
Good benefits. Apply at $400 Paul Dunn, Crossland, motor. 489-2328.
Roses Central 'Shopping X entucky.
movip
XL 320
Center, an equal opportunity 1977 FORD 3000 DIESEL KODAK
camera, used once. $OO. Coil
employer.
with 875 hours, 18" 6 disc, 2 7533109.
bottom plow,. one row
ALL ELECTRIC
cultivator, 6' blade, 6' ONE
Illepidly expanding shoo retail
pulverizer, 6' bushhog, 6' hospital bed for sale, good
chain, tremendous 041landscape rake, boom pole condition. Phone 1 527-7026.
KEEPSAKE
/nonce/Dont opportunity, ex and 1/2 cab. 759-4683 after 6 60 POINT
diamond solitare..753 9599.
pm.
coffee company beilio4its.
Troin in Poducatt store for
GAS POWERED weed and SLAB WOOD -and sawduil
grass trimmer, uses fishing for sale. Cadiz Lumber
future promotion and roCompany, Cadiz, Kentucky:
line, 31cc engine, automatic
locotron Contact hottry Thomline dispenser, $99.99. Wallin 522 7994.
pson, 443-7440.
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee
E.' THREE POINT hook up TOMATOE JUICER, Vic.
NEEDED: BABYSITTER in
toria No. 200 No peeling, nQ
our home for 79-80 school Idushhog. Also a large coring, and
no precooking.
electriL meat grinder. Phone
year.
References
and 436-5818.
Does a bushel in 30 minutes;
transportation required. 753
$20.99. Wallin Hardware,
WABCO SELFLOADING Paris, Tennessee
1463.
NEED PERSON to work scrapper 131./2 yds. with 471 WORMS, RED
worms, Nite
part time hauling hay, etc. GM Deisel engin_e„...fsat dozer crawlers,
Rex's Worm
D69U. serial No: 4014269.
Call 762-6181.
Alice-Chambler
motor Farm, lrvan Cobb Rolm!,
WANTED
PERMANENT grader model Act4 with 471 Highway 732. Phone 436 584.r.
job for a reliable woman, to
GM motor. 1973 Long back. 26. TV-RADIO
do housework 3 or 3
,
2 days hoe5n1 model 1400 deisel.
FOR
SALE:
Realistic
.
per
wet*,
would
be Rogers tandem axle tilt top speakers,
still
under
responsible for 2 children low boy
25
ton,
for
tandem
warranty.
call 753.4949,
some of the time. Live in axle truck.
Needs floor. All FISHER
Lynn Grove area. Call 435 this equipment
RECEIVER, 2
is
in
good
4500 after 3 pm.
condition and ready for use. Craig 5000 speakers, Craig 8
track
recorder,
dual turn
WANTED.„, MATURE You may see this at 405 So.
woman to babysit at local 4th Street, Murray, KY. Or table.'7518043 and ask for
church Sundays 8:30 ti I noon, you may call James or Greg.
S10.
Also
occasional Bobby Futrell at 502 753 7668 WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
party to assume small
evenings. Call 753,5716 for days or 502-753-2394 nights. '
monthly payment on 25"
interview.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
color
t.v, under warrenty
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
POOL TABLE slate top, Also used
I WILL do babysitting in my regulation size, $400. Call 753 & B Music,t.v.'s. Clayton's J
753-7575.
home. 753 0347.
7853.
27. MOB.HOME SALES
WILL DO housework. Fast, 22. MUSICAL
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
kfficient.
Can
provide AN OLD upright piano,
underpinned and tied down,
references. Call 753-9801.
white, nice sound, $75 or best all electric, funished Price
offer. Phone 753-6084.
12. INSURANCE
$3250. Call 753-2762.
INMINMENMINIMMEMIMII

Kelley's Termite 1
& Pest Control

We've I
Got
the Shield

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

For your
Life•Health•Home
Car•Ferm•Business

. HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

LOOK TO THE SHIELD

I.
-

Ronnie Ross
and
Danny Ross

HOURS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
NAIRCUT $2.00
NEW DFFICE

04•00.

•••
cmo
r •••
14410
t1

210E
Main
Ph
753-0489

Valk,SIM

TAKE
COVER
Crop
Hail
Insurance
JOE
SLEDD
INSURANCE
511 Main St.
753-5841

13 SALE OR TRADE
FOR SALE or trade cabin at
Pine Bluff Shores, completely furnished Call 753
7785
FOR SALE - or trade for
Runabout 1978 Sunkist jet
boat, 454 Chevrolet, 19 ft , tr
hull Phone 435-4467
14. WANT TO BUY
DINING ROOM suite with
china. Phone 753 0368
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474 8854 or 527
1315
TWO. HUNDRED watt
utility pole Call 753-1596
WANT TO buy, good used
baby bed Cali 437 4371 after
4 pm
_s
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE .
BABY BED, Mattress,
changing
table.
portible
elctric clothes dryer,
electric logs, baby walker, 8'
cab over truck camper,
sleeps 4 child's bicycle seat
'531566.
1.'E BUY and sell used or
ondTioners 753 1551 or 753,
:004
./ HOME FURNISHINGS
:.MANA FROST FREE
Wuri•szer oragn
revoly•no
Leslie
Pr
,lco console
•errio. 25- RCA color t v.
calf 753 4865
.*.MANA • CaE EP ftreezer.
Call
Jpricrt, largeSt s
:59 1650-.r
_
61105-P0I FROST FREE
•or gerator and . freezer,
a °free o(or. 1,350 Also twin
bed.001/h ChICheadboardl
and bedspread, $45 Call 753
3421
•
FOR SALE beautiful white
velvet couch and chair $150.
Also 21 fOot chest freezer.
550 753 8598

Mn...••• *Ow

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

7114147 ars dor

PRICE SNIDE $1.75
swWw..

efomes.*An P

MAT PAINTING CONTRACTORS
•
Is looking for experienced painters, full time Call
753-9382 or 0487 after 5 p.m.

STEP OUT OF YOUR CAP & GOWN
SLIP INTO SOMETHING EXCITING
Like a uniform of a lifesaver in the
COAST GUARD. And if you are between
17 & 26, good health, and no police record,
we have the job that fits. For further information call collect (901),521-3944.

JUDICIAL CLERK
GRADE 12
Vacancy exists in office of the Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk for a Judicial
Clerk, Grade 12( Deputy Circuit Clerk).
Typing essential, shorthand and court
related experience preferred.
open depending upon experience.
Applications will be accepted beginning June 25 and no later than July 6th.
Applicants should apply in person by
"appointment only. 753-2714.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, lime 23rd at 10:00 A.M. Turn off 119 on
Cypress Rood, go to third gravel rood to right past

Shamrock Resort.
Will be selling 1969 Chevy pickup, pop-up camper.
8 hp riding mower, garden tiller. Art-welder, table
saw, skill saw, lotS of hand tools, air tank, filing
cabinet, two pigs, wash ketttefbean pot, dinner bell,
dining set, living room set, den set, beds, and lots
more Eybee Rothe owner
-

Shorty McBride,
Auctioneer
Also a 12x26 house trailer and 3 extra lots for sale

•
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
32. APTS. FOR RENT

27. MOB.HOME SALES

36_ RENT OR LIAM

43 REAL ESTATE

43 REAL ESTATE

60
APPROXIMATELY
TWO SMALL apartments,
ACRES for sale Located in
nice with air conditioning, on
. Mini
North Calloway County.
Blood River lake. 436-2427.
Marshiest
Over 1000 feet of road
33. ROOMS FOR RENT'
frontage with 20 30 acres
Storage Space
ROOM FOR rent irfh large
lendable Will make a good
ilages,
iv
pr
Rent
Kitchen
For
house
cattle farm or tax shelter
washer and dryer. 2 blockS
while you improve your
753-47E8
at
Priced
from University. $65 per
investment
753
month all utilities paid
$25,000 Nelson Shroat Co
4140 or 436 2411.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
759 1707
APPALOOSA MARE, 14
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
with
gentle
hands high,
FOR RENT: 5 room un- children. Call 753-0224
furnished house in county. EIGHT HUNDRED bales of
753 3293.
Fescue hay, $1 per bale
FOR RENT • New 3 bedroom picked up infield. 489 2447
house in country, $225 per
- PETS-SUPPLIES.
deposit. 38.
plus
month
28. MOB. HOWE RENTS
Boxer
s required. Call AKC REGISTERED
,8eference
NEW TWO bedroom mobile
puppies. Call 759,1213 or 7S36179.
217
home with house funiture,
house on 1261.
$50 deposit, $150 per month, TWO BEDROOM
combination AKC ADULT male Bassett,
central heat and air. Couples Kentucky Lake,
Call 753 0672
living room dining room, tricolored, $150.
Get into your own
only. Call 753 2377.
recently remodeled, located nights.
bedroomTWO
SMALL
business now! Going
from Murray at Pine FULL BLOODED German
miles
14
- trailer on large lot, 3 miles Bluff Shores Couples only,
Shepherd pups. 7 weeks old.
operation with income
out on 121 North in Stella. No no
pets. 436-5473:
no
children,
to prove it! Five acres
pets, water furnished. $50 References and deposit
41. PUBLIC SALES
deposit, $70 per month. Call required. 753-8355.
of land included with
family,
3
SALE,
CARPORT
4139,2578.
BEDROOM house Cottage Grove, south of
building, stock,
THREE
the
for
TWO BEDROOM trailer
near Kentucky lake, corn
69 north.
fixtures, and living
rent Shady Oaks Trailer .pletely furnished, including Murray on Highway
and
dishes,
Clothes,
.Court. 489-2533.
quarters. Good tourist
washer and dryer. Deposit miscellaneouS. 21st through
12x60 TRAILER. CALL B. B. required. Call 7514964 after 5
am til
business. Some
9
23rd,
the
753,9104 or 753-1551. - --Pm.
financing
private
trailer,
BEDROOM
THREE
TWO BEDROOM home near
available.
'5 miles east of Murray__Call Panorama Shores. Call 436
and
Fnday
GARAGE SALE 753 0187.
Saturday. 8 hi 4 Furniture
2266.
clothes, boat, fistung supplies.
29. HEATING & COOLING
COMMERCIAL BUILDJNG
rruscellaneous 759-1410. Take
36. RENT OR LEASE
AIR CONDITIONER, Gibson
1 miles from
Hwy 121 S. 2,
for Sale! Already rented or
- window unit, in good con
Murray, turn left on Overby
put in own business Located
dition, 18,000 BTU, 230 volt
Road: 3rd house on left
on a well traveled corner
$125. Call 753 0394.
Just invest today and reap
TWO 110 VOLT window /71 r
reward tomorrow Call 753
sale!
YARD
GIGANTIC
condittaners. Call 753-4333.
Jobs
Subdivision, 1492. Offered by Loretta
11K ingswood
110 VOLT AIR conditioner, 4
of Kingswood and Realtors_
corner
Years old, S100. Phone 753
Camelot. (House on hill.)
3685.
tape
roaster,
Washer,
30. BUS. RENTALS
recorder, fireplace heating
sewing
tredle
system,
BifILDING WITH 6,000 sq.ft
clothing,
Tachine,
at 401 N 4th Street. Call 753nic.nacs, floor
.
pm.
5
glassware,
after
7977 or 753-3018
Covr, Sovo•e
polisher, small appliances,
31. WANT TO RENT
Kentucky
household t items, salon
Murray,
SMALL FARM house, quest
massager, plants. More!
house, tenant house, or lake
More Come rain or
More'
house, in Calloway County.
shine, Friday 8-5, Saturday 8Ideal for storing house
- Murray professor; single
.
12.
Phone 753 7444 after 5 pm.
full of furniture, cars,
GARAGE SALE, North 121 to
32. APTS. FOR RENT
business
antiques,
Stella, tyrn right at light, 2, 2
apartment,
ROOM
FOUR
miles watch for signs. Friday
overflows, etc. Phone
partially furnished, on 9th
and Saturday Baby things,
5:00
p.m.
753-7618 after
Street. Call 492-8727 mor
stereo, table and chairs,
nings.
miscellaneous items. Rain or
Shine.
GARAGE SALE at Williams
Body Shop, Industrial Road,
HAVE
open every Friday and
Saturday, new items every
A NOME
week.
IN YOUR
MOVING SALE! Friday and
RANGE
Saturday, 8 til 4 pm. Toys,
games, tricycle, clothes for
recently
have
We
adults,
and
Token
boys and girls
Appointments Now Being
listed several fine
curtains, many eaher items.
1701 Johnson Blvd.
all price
homes
MOVING SALE! Saturday 8
have
We
ranges!
Sherri
Ill 5,501 Lynnwood (corner of
several new listings in
Lytmwood and Sycamore).
Infants and childrens clothes
the PO's. Beat the mGraduate of Melody Manor School of Animal
and much more.
flation crunch with an

12140 MOBILE HOME, 2
bedrooms, all electric. Call
after 5 pm, 489 2714
MOBILE
1971
MORGAN
home, 12x60, all electric.
sell.
Call
43741116.
to
Priced
1977 MOBILE HOME, 12x65.
247 4840TOWNHOUSE, all
1973
electric, 12x72, 2 bedroom
with den, wet bar and ice
maker, carpeted and air
conditioned, intercom in all
in all
rooms, like new
respect. Must see to ap•
predate. Call James at 753
7724 or 436 2430 after 5 pm.

k

Office Space for
rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00.

Purdom & Thurman

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

Insurance & Real Estate.
souths.d.
753-4451

's
rri
She
Soap 8 Shape

All Breed Dog Grooming

753-0556

104 N. 13th

Requarth,
Owner & Groomer

Grooming

YARD
SALE
Gates 1802
Ciborough
rcle, 8 til 4,
Friday, June 22.
Furniture, adult
childrens
and
clothing, accessoand
ries,
miscellaneous.
PEG/AL

All N
POOLS
INCLUDE.

$777
Reg $1388

Now only

• Filter 6 Pump
financing
A.A.A6A
• Steel bracing
deck
Great'Sayings ON 22 MODELS
• Lily Past SIrrarrnev
• Heavy Gauge Vinyl liner
• Pool Ladder
• Safety renc•• Stairs

CALL NOW!

(502)966-4258
out of town call collect

NGUIN POOLS
111
‘1•1 Ins OM. Row, Swett 1114. Loton•tile. II

1

operator On
Duty 24 Hrs
Coll 7 days
a week

ESTATE AUCTION
Estate Auction Soterekry, June 23rd, at 10:00
a.m. at the home of the late Andy ''Dec' Mathis. From
Farmington, KY take Hwy. 564 South and follow Auction signs, or from Hwy. 94 between Tri-City and
Murray, KY take 564 and follow auction signs.
As most of you know almost everything Mr. Andy
and Mrs. Rachel has was antiques. To list a few
items, China -doll, oak wigg dresser, oak wash stand
,wiqi rack, oak beds, oak glass door pie safe, cannon
ptister bed. chiffrobe, tredle sewing machine,
rope leg table, goose neck rockers, primitive quilt
box, many old and good quilts, two seven drawer
desks. cherry and mahogany. Old round top trunk.
couch and chair, Seth Thomas weight clock, old
Elgin pocket watch, old Edison graphophone, many
old records, old complete loom, Alladin lamp with
green base, crystal and china oil lamps, wagon hub
lamps, a collection of toy pistols, ox yoke, brass
knob homes, ice tongs, pot hooks, brass pieces. all
collectors items. Two wagon seats, shop and hand
tools,jugs, jars, churns, 1966 Chevrolet car, in good
condition. Snapper riding mower, school desk,
stove, breakfast set, refrigerator, washer and
dryer, wagon wheel picnic table, rocker made from
nail kegs, dinner bell, two-hundred gallon tank.
This is a partial listing. Come and plan to stay the
day. Eats and drinks available. Not responsible for
accidents.
Sale conducted bs-

Dan Miller
Auction Service

• For moee information call 435-4144. Lynn Grove,
with.BoydKs All real estate auctions held jointly
Estate.
Real
Majors
Ian Farris
Din Miller
Amp. Auctioneer
Asetiseepr
Our per vic• does,' t cost ,1 pays'

PORCH SALE! Childrens
clothes, bikes, jewelry, etc.
Saturday at Uncle Willie's
Trading Post, South 441.
71-MEE PARTY yard -sale,
June 21st and 22nd at 20.1
South 15th St Clothes, shoes,
dishes, camera, and plants
Many more goodies. 7 am tit
5 pm.
TWO PARTY yard sale, 3013
and
Friday
Woodlawn,
Saturday the 22nd and 23rd.
Clothes, dishes, odds and
--ends.
YARD SALE! 6 party,
Friday and Saturday, 608 S
9th St
Y A R D-SAL E at Coldwater on
Highway 121. Clothes, an
tiques, brass beds, stone
jugs, buffets, chairs and lots
more 489-2376.
YARD SALE, Saturday 8 1,
corner of Main and 12th One
pair twin bed frames. one Set
twin box springs and mat
girl's
furniture,
tress,
clothes, size 12 to 14, assorted
wornen's and boy's. clothes,
toy boxes, toys, bed linens,
and assorted household
items.
YARD SALE at 507 Whitnell.
Summer and winter clothes,
children's sizes 2 and -3,
ladies 10 and 12 and large
men sizes, toys and ap
pliances. Friday 8,5:30,
Saturday 8 12.
43. REAL ESTATE

investment in new and
comfortable
more
"Home for Living -Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for fulltime Real Estate Service

44. LOTS FOR SALE

43 REAL ESTATE

DISCOVER
THE GALLERY
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE.
Scenic setting! njoy
the marvelous view of
Ky. 'Lake from this
lovely lake home.
Living room and
formal dining room
plus family room with
Franklin fireplace,
Central heat and air
plus all appliances.
Large take view lot
with lots of decking
around
house.
Immediate possession,
only $44,900.

CMOICE
LAKE
PROPERTY
Just listed, beautifully
2 acres on Kentucky
/
11
Excellent
Lake.
location with lots of
shady oaks and easy
water access. This is
truly a choice parcel
and priced at $19,500.
Phone
Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
your Real Estate
needs.

John Smith. Realtor

IF 'YOU like individuality
15.
;
and trees, call us to see this
Oeautiful custom built' split
753-7411 (anytime)
level country home_ The lot is
nearly 2 acres, shaded- by
over 20 mature- trees. Top MORE THAN you would
quality building materials expect. You may have
have been assembled by
by this six acre tract
exacting craftsmen to give passed
without realizing the ex
lasting value. Lavish ad- ceptionai value,- It - opens.
dition or extra features, such Over 31312feet of rronrage on a
as built in có axial cable major highway. Older 5 room
outlets for t.v. throughout the home and four outside
home. Indicates the attention buildings. Excellent value
to detail found in this rare for 5.33,000. Call the -Real
offering. You will be thrilled Estate Professionals at Guy
by discovering the many' Spann Realty, 753-7724. R277.
features.
othersuprising
Priced below_ construction HAVE FUN in the Sun...this
call the summer on Kentucky Lake
to
wait
don't
cost so
Real Estate Professionals at and enjoy this 3 or 4
Guy Spann Realty for your bedroom, 2 bath horne at the
appointment. The 24-hour lake with lots of extras at a
price you cannot believe!
number .5753-7724. •
Call today for more information, 753 1492 or 753
Loretta
by
2249 offered
Jobs Realtors_

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING

903 Dilran Road. Justcall for -an appointment to see this 3
BR home that's on the
market for the first
time. It's in the city
school district and
walking
within
distance of Murray
School.
It
High
features central gas
heat & central electric
air. There's over 2,050
total sq. ft. and is
offered for $53,500.
John Smith, Realtor

-.Ytime)
753-741 raise

BIBLE FACTS FREE STORE
BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday, June 30th, 1 p.m.
Cemetery Everyone is inCherry Corner Pottertown Road next to Hick's
an afternoon of fur and help a good
vited to come out and enpy
Anyone having anything to
cause thtlheedy people of Calloway County
75‘...-4600 Please call as
donate will receive a tax deductible receipt Call
All proceeds go for food.
soon as possible, so we can advertise your items
medicine and utilities for the needs

AUCTION
Saturday, June 23, at 10 a.m., rain or shine at
'the late Dewey Smotherman home just welt of Hazel,
KY, on Stateline Rd. Torn.oft Hwy 641 South at auction
Sign.
Will sell: new Toastmaster over broiler, nice
mahogany desk & chair, large mirror -lawn chairs, _
three 3KW elec. heaters, wheel barrow, nearly new
J.D. elec. start push mower, 20 in. bicycle, mitre
box, gas range, lamps, hand and carpenter tooLs,
pottery service for 8.
Antiques: walnut quilt box, iron bed w/brass
knobs, shoe last, kerosene lamp, wicker basket, lantern, quilts & tops, sugar bucket, smooth iron,
crakIln squeezer, chicken brooder, wasKkettle, old
tables, ironware, pots, pans, etc.
For your auction needs and inforn,„..ion call.

AUCTIONEERS
Terry Shoemaker
Bob (Frosty) Miller
436-5327
492,8594

rri

753-1222
ANOTHER
NEW LISTING
Three bedroom home
with fireplace, attached garage with
breezeway and located
one mile from city
limits. Priced in the
$30's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Service.
PARDON. our
PlEASE
saw dust and walk board
S
we have a new.112me
ready for your inspection All
you ever wanted in a home
Great
exterior,
C'i,Press
With
-:+om
(17x213, 7)
' r eplace.
3 extra large
Oedrooms. Ten closets, 2
baths, heat pump. Dial 753
1492 and let us show this
home while the finished
touches are being corn
-pieted.. Offenact by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

OP
INVESTMENT
POR TUNI TY The Murray
Motel, with twelve recital
uhift on lot -125 X 275, 70r
quick sale for only $75,000
Call C.0 Bondurant Realty,
753 9954 or 753 5460

Ainlay Auction I
Realty Sales
roi 1011151 vow

.h

.010'0

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
See This Remodeled and Redecbrated
Home With All These Fine Features
.2400 square feet living space
*large kitchen
•forrtu!l.dinii;ig room
*spacious living roon‘
.3 bedrooms

•

t/ithS

• ra 14'118' room
•2,,,r garage

Located '2 miles wet of har,,.
Priced ato sell

f. Highway 80

Three bedroom bnck
located On desirable
street near college
Priced in the low $30's.

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
1:30 a.m.-5:00 p.M. 153.355
after 7:00 p.m. 431-4839

FINAL DAYS
'Living Room
-.Dining Room

•Bedroom
•Occasional

COMPLETE CLOSE-OUT
Save 40% to 70%
Everything Must Go

FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
419 So. 4th St., Murray

SA11J1tEalf, JUICE 231, 10:00
IS LOCATION: 1 mile east of Farmington on North side o
Highway 121.

WILSON
INSURANCE
& REAL ESTATE

753-3263 ANYTIME
39211121h St
WATERFRONT LOTS W.,
have several waterfront lots
These lots are
for sale
wooded and slope gently to
water They are located in
the Pine Bluff area and are
ready for that waterfront
home you have always
wanted Nelson Shroat Co
759 1707

A-Frame - (''press
Spr. -New - Secluded 2
BR. lake home on treestudded lot. Elec.
heat, carpeting, air
range,
conditioner,
refrigerator. ONLY
$21,000.
REDUCED. REDUCED . . . 3 BR., -neat
home with extra lot.
Gas heat, carpeted, lg.
upstairs BR., good investment op Sycamore
St. Only 523,500.
2 story home, 1 acre
wooded lot, entry, den
w/fireplace, kitchen,
dining rm., 4 BR., 2
baths, intercom. Much
more $84,900.

7

1
ti

1,

IC

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Rail or Shine

I BOYD filAlORS""'
"
REAL ESTATE
753 8080

•

1

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room
den with WB fireplace. 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinetS, built in
dishwasher, disbosal, utility
room with W -D connections,
storage, walk in
lots of
LOW
S60'5
closets.
Appointment oruy, 753 4133
Lake
3844
or (713) 526 1597
St., Houston, TX 77098.
TWO BEDROOM house with
duplex garage apartment for
rental income. 753-8049.
47. MOTORCYCLES
HONDA TL 125 trail bike,
excellent condition. Call Joe
West after 4 pm, 753-3943.
1975 HONDA CR 125, 1973
Honda CR 125 Call 492-8586

WANTED
A good neighbor. . for a collage
type dwelling consisting of a nice
mobile home with a built on addition of 'Ora bedroom and den
with laloesie windows Overlooking
the water in a large nice cool
shaded lot 801200, large enovigh
lor a nice dwelling. The loi alone is
worth the price oh the entire Place.
selling tor 517,500 Central air
conditioning. electric heat ideal for
weekends vacations or permanent
living Good rental income profit
ted sheltered canal for your boat
Phone 436-5483.

41. USED CARS

1974 CAMARO LT, many
extras, $2900. Call 753-9434
ACRE LOTS for rent of
sale with city water arid
after 5 pm.
sewege. 3 miles east of
1974 CAMARO, V(I, power
Murray in front of East
steering, power brakes,
Elementary School. $35 per
factory air conditioning, 4
month for rent. 753 3745.
new tires Call 753 6885 after
6 pm.
FOR SALE by owner - Lot 1 1,2
The
miles east of Murray, on TRUCK LOAD fire sale.
CLASSIC 1968 MUSTANG
wide ones with raised white
good road and 500 ft of High
One
Fastback 2 plus 2
15",
or
70x14"
G
way 94. City water,, no letters,
289 V8 engine with
owner
G
FET'.
$290
and
$2979
restrictions, not in a sub
automatic,
miles,
$3.17 FET, 50,000
condition
division. Call Bob Futrell 753- 60x14", 136.65 and
13.79 original paint, mint
7668 days and 753-2394 nights. L 60x14", 141.14 and
inside and out, complete
FET. Wallin Hardware, record of service. Call
FOR SALE by owner . Lot for
Paris, Tennessee.
247 1372 after Sand
mobile home with septic
tire Mayfield,
weekends.
tank, water and driveway. TRUCK LOAD truck
700x15",
tread,
highway
sale,
Located in Baywood Vista
Call 753FET; 1967 CAMARO,$700.
on
Kentucky 6-ply, $2898 ana,S2.95 53.74 1646
subdivision
and
137.75
ply,
8,
750x16,
.
te
Lake
Immedia
Hardware, 1977 DATSUN 200 SX, AM
possession! Call Bobby at FET. Wallin
FM,automatic. Ca II 437-4383.
7.53-7668 days or nights 753, Paris, Tennessee.
FOR SALE 1978 Toyota 5125
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
2394.
grade Coupe. Call after 5 pm, 753•
LAKE LOTS for sale by polyester premium
rib with 1232 0191.
Owner. lake front and lake white wall 7
tread depth. A78x13, $18.39
view Several to choose from
E78x14",
on Kentucky Lake and lake and $172 FET;
1974 Reich Regal, ex522 63 and S2.20 FET;
Barkley_ Terms available
$2.32
cellent
and
coseation, eir,
S23.40
F78x14",
Call James or Bob Futrell at
PET, G78x14" or 15-, $25.39
AN-FM radio, most
Murray, KY, 753 7668 or 753
H78x15",
and $2.54 FET,
2394.
Call after 5, 753-9964.
S27.52 and $2 76 FET:
4$. FARMS FOR SALE
L78x15-, $2986 and $306
Will consider reasonable
FET. Wallin Hardware.
offer.
Paris, Tennessee
PERFECTLY LOCATED on
Graves CallowayCounty
Chevy
49. USED CARS
line, 78 acres more or less
FOR SALE. 1973
owner
with 3 bedroom house, 5
1977 CAMARO, 29,000 miles, Caprice Classic, one power
outbuildings and 2, acres
steering,
$44.50 firm Local car, ex• Power
Good
tobacco
g, AM
fire Cured
cellent condi-Rion-For sale by brakes, air conditionin
759
cattle or crop farm. Cali
FM radio, S1900. Phone
owner Call 759-4531 Or 753Realty, Mayfield,
Barger
1147 after 5 pm.
7709
Ky, 1502)747-2421.
THREE ROOM -house with
bath and 10 acres,-East •454
Almo. Phone 527-1764.
/46. HOMES FOR SALE
SALE: 2 bedroom'
FOR
frame house, $1130000. Call
7510659.
HOUSE FOR sale by owner
in Westwood Subdivision: 3
bedroom, I , 2 baths, built • ins,
double car garage,, central
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a ZZ.Also barn style, of
heat and air, with apart.
fices, cottages, mobile home acions, and patios or U
6274.
men, Low SW's. 753
up to 24
BUILD, precut completely ready to assemble
HOUSE AND 4, 2 acres of
Ossed heal Fri.
wooded land. Also a white
x 60. Buy the best for less.
tit sew t von.
s
1964 car:ionic for $150. Call
'753 6940.

.;(e;gg4350

YOUR HOME.

48. AUTO.SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guarantee, $22.88. 36 month
guarantee 80 amp, $26 99, 60
month
guarantee, $36.99
Hardware, Paris,
Wallin
Tennessee

r

2 HOUSES, BUILDING LOT
FURNITURE & ANTIQUES

TRACT NO.. I _- NOUSE & 2.71 ACRES: This 6 room home has living room, kitchen,
bedroom, dining room, enclosed back porch and bath on the lower level. with 2
bedrooms on the second level It has a full basement. 5 closets storm windows and
doors sitting porch. fireplace in living room and hardwood floors Water is furnished
by a 4- deep well and it is heated with a gas floor furnace There is a 2' car
detached garage This house is situated on a well landscaped 186.040' lot with
mature shade trees
TRACI NO. 2 - HOUSE& TOT: 3 room summer cottage on a nice 188x264 landscaped lot
containing 63 acres
TRACT NO. 3 1111ILDM6 lOT: This lot fronts 127 feet on Highway 121 and is 500 feet
deep. containing 1 07 acres It is well landscaped and has mature stade trees Tni.
lot lies immediately East of Tract No I
41010118: 4 -rockers several cane bottom chairs, 2 wall phones, chest, churn and
dasher, wicker settee, Warm Morning stove, pictures and fraMes, moonshine jugs,
feather beds, phonograph, iron kettle. Seth Thomas clock, and other items too
numerous to mention drum iable.
THRUM& MUM:ANHUI 7 piece dining room suite, twin beds
Whirlpool
suite.
bedroom
suite
room
living
piece
3
tables.
end
pole lamps,
refrigerator, apartment size electric range. deep freeze, 5 piece dinette set. wringer
washer in excellent condition. NI H P electric motor 18 H P electric motor, Snap•
per riding mower, 2 wheel trailer, log chains, ladders canning jars and lids,
radio, dishes pots and pans and other ttOms too numerous to men tint

TER S: Real Estate - 10°0 down day of sale, balance on delivery of deed
ithin 30 days.
Personal Property - Cash
OWNERS: Estate of Dillard P. McNeely
James B. McNeely, Executor

C. or. sheito.
Real Estate & Auction Co.

247-1385
Mayfield, Kentucky
730 Paris Road
OFFICE: 247 1315

Charles 111 Shelton Whom Eddie Cockrel

ROME 247 7514

1031111111111101401111MOCT!TROMMOIMI
al101111111MagNIMIllnl
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PUT IT IN THE

0. USED CARS
53. SERVICESQFFERED
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
1973
TORINO
STATION,
1970 FORD FAIRLANE, 2
WAGON, very good tr an
COMPARE AND save on HOME REPAIRS; exterior
door, excellent condition,
sportation, all power, air
chain link fencing. Circle A and interior painting, car
good tires, radio, A -C. 753. 1977
OLDS
CUTLASS $400. Call evenings 759 1718.
Fencing 753 8407.
pentry
work, , small
7853
Supreme, less than 20,000 1979
THUNDERBIRD,
DO YOU
need stumps masonary jobs, decks and
FOR SALE. 1970 Firebird, miles, lots of extras, very MUST sell, best offer 753
patios
built,
rooms paneled
removed
your
from
yard
or
403 4.speed, excellent con. good condition, 18 mpg of 4330
land cleared of stumps? We 492 8615
gas. city 753 1736.
clitiOn, 11350 7533734
1974 VALIANT, SIX Cylinder
can remove stumps up to 24' JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
1974
air conditioned. Call 437 4383
GREMLIN,
SIX 1978 PINTO WITH all extras
below the ground, leaving patching, also seal coating.
Saturday, June 23, 1979
cylinder, automatic, air, new $2950 Call 767 4251
1967 VW GREAT condition',
only sawdust and chips. Call Phone 753 1537.
tires, $1375. 1971 Maverick, 6 1979 RED zra Camaro
72 motor Asking 8950. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw KEN'S
10:00 A.M. Rain or Shine
cylinder, automatic, vinyl Phone 474.2327 after 9 pm
LAWNMOWER
767-2548 after 6 pm.
753 9490 or Bob Kemp 435 repair Parts.
New and used
top, $895. Call 489-2595.
LOCATION
to New Concord, take 444, go 4' I
-Go
1978 TOYOTA CELICA GT SO. USED TE CKS
4343.
414
lawn mowers. 718 S 4th. Fast
1974
MONTE
CARLO, I iftback
Power steering, 1954 CHEVY PICKUP, good
GROOMING.
DOG
road, turn left end watch for auction
to
All
gravel
miles
service.
753-7400.
midnight blue with white power brakes, automatic,
breeds
By appointment LICENSED
arrows.
vinyl top, 47,000 miles, air, AM-FM stereo, 9,800 one, condition, $500. Call 753-0900.
ELECTRICIAN
Pick up end delivery. Connie and gas
installation, will do
loaded, in excellent con
owner miles, $6100. 1 901 642 1970 CHEVY PICKUP, V8,
436-2510.
Lampe,
standard transmission, new
plumbing, heating and air
dition 767 2557.
6018 before 2 Pm.
-1411501161 PeOPERTY
FENCE SALES at Sears conditioning. can753 7203.
tires. 759 4683. after 6 pm.
Or-50' Mobile Home, day trailer, utility trailer, IMO VON Zion truck,
Sears
now.
for
Call
753-2310
1976 CHEVROLET -VAN,
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
axle and grain bed, Bass boat and 2 motors. 1972 Cadillac, 150
free estimates for
your PING, driveways
automatic. See at lot 19
and small
Ion tank with pump and full of regular gas, 300 gallon tank full of
- needs.
jobs a speciality, also pat
Shady Oaks or Save Mart at 5
diesel,
2
new sewing mactunes, several small electric motors, camFOR YOUR chain link ching and seal coating. 753
points. Call 7539574 or 751
ping equipment, household items, miscellaneous electrical items,
fencing
needs, contact 1537.
1559.
construction tools and many, many items too numerous to mention
Montgomery Ward. Free MOBILE HOME
1976 CHEVROLET SCOT )1978 United feature sL
anchors
est imateS. 753-1966.
and
TSDALE pickup, excellent
underpinning,
YOUR
FOR
condition, 40,000 miles, one
home aluminum, in 3 colors, and
.RIAL ESTATEalterations, repair, and fiberglass roots sealed. Patio
owner. $2980. Call 489 2595.
WO Acres more or less in gross Includes several nice Iota with access
remodeling,
also
new
homes
awnings
to
the
lake
and
Balance
would
aluminum
have access to lake through TVA owned
51. CAMPERS
Land
and commercial, call 753 carports, single and double,
753-5835 8' CAB OVER truck camper,
in
6123
colors. Phone 753-1873,
sleeps 4, range, oven, porta
rms: Personal Property- Cash.
GuTtERING
Sears, ROOFING, REMODELING,
BY
potti. Nice. $675. 753.1566 or
[At ESTATE - 10% down day of sale, balance on
continous
gutters
Sears
painting
interior and ex L
753 4599.
per
installed
your tecior. Anything to do with
53. SERVICES OFFERED
delivery' of cleed within 20 days. Possp‘sioh with
CONCORD TRAVEL trailer, 53. SERVICES OFFERED
specifications. Call Sears carpentary we can do it
19', fully self contained. Like ADDITIONS, REPAIR work, BUSHHOG1NG
deed.
753-2310 for free estimates.
yard
AND
Reasonable
rates.
20
years
fireplaces,
new. CAII 753.0314 atter 5 pm. circulating
work Call 7536123.
HUGH OUTLAND, roofing experience. Senior Cltizens
Owner will finance. See us for financial
1977 CONCORD FIFTH roofing, insurance work. Call
discount.
Phone
contractor, excellent
753.2418, 8
wheel camper. Call 753-5374 Murray • Remodeling. 753
arrangements or to inspect property prior to sale.
references. Call 753,1486 and am til 9 pm.
5167.
or 437-4794.
OWNERS-Frank & Ann Alter
ask for Shelley.
SMALL
DOZER
work,
BROTHERS
Son
&
BYARS
CAMPER, VENTURE pop-_
INSULATION BLOWN-In by landscaping and leveling
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
up. SteepS 8, stove, Ice box, General home remodeling,
Sears, save on these high Contact Bobby Crouse. 753
framing, aluminum sliding,
nice.
Call
7594831
or
see
at
510
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
heating and cooling bills 4904 days, 753-3527 evenings.
gutters, and r,9,ng. Call I
•tsii7t
Blair St.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free TWO
FEMALE,
95.
AKC
395-4967 or 1
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms new!
1976 STARCRAFT POP-UP,
estimates.
registered
Minature
CLEANING, ar
CARPET
portible toilet, canopy, sleeps
Schnauzers, 6 weeks, $100
BINKLEY
CON
carpeted. Priced in mid 20's.
reasonable rates. Prompt
8.437.4434.
STRUCTION. No job too Before 9, after 5, 437,4242.
and efficient service. Custom
1972 VENTURE POP•UP, Carpet Care. 489 2774.
large, no job too small. High
APPROX 100 ACRE S
canopy, ice box and stove,
quality
Free ODD JOBS done Call 753
work.
CLEANING,
-tor 33
free
CARPET
sleeps 6, excellent condition.
estimates. Call 753,6969 or 6969 or 753 4124 and ask for
satisfied
estimates,
Mark
753-0011.
753 4124 and ask for Mark
401"fctupfp
references, Vibra Vac stearr52. BOATS & MOTORS
5650
.
- or dry clejning. call Lee,
,
14' BOSTON WHALER bass Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 0'
boat, 40 hp Johnson motor 753-8085.
and trailer. New Hum
11
651 "'"`"ftami44)
CONCRETE & BLOCK work
mingbird depth finder and Block garages, basements
Pflueger
trolling
motor, driveways, walks, patios
$1500. 437-4203.
Saturday, June 23rd, 10 a.m. at the late Sam and
For Information Contact:
steps, free estimates. 753
BASS BOAT. Call 753.5374 or 5476.
Jemima Wilson home place 2 miles south oft Wiswell
437-4794.
CAR AENTERS
crossing. Leave 94 on 983,
• 16' DUAL RUNABOUT with AVAILABLE, quality work,
,'ii,HAUL driveway white
65 horse Johnson, tilt trailer, reasonable prices. Call for
711W. Br oodivey, Mayfield, Ky. 42046
rock and Ag lime, also have
perfect condition. 81100. 753
estimates, 753 9987 after 4- 30
any type of brown or white
Phone 217.2387
Will sell house full of furniture, antiques, glass,
6084.
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
Pm
Donor/ I. Henderson Realtor
china, and collectors items. Living room suite, odd
work. Call Roger Hudson,
14 FOOT JON boat for sale,
753 6763 or 753-4545.
good shape .753-93,W.
chairs, small tables, lamps,4 oak dining chairs, tv,
WILL DO plumbing, heating
MARK TWAIN 1978 16 foot,
wringer washer, mahogany end tables, antique
and air conditioning, repairs
115 hp Mercury and trailer.
shelves,
cadol
with
marble
dresser
lied,
top
walnut
and remodeling around the
Call 759 1027.
home. 753-2211 or 753.9600.
fancy high back oak bed, wash stand, kerosene
28' STARLITE PONTOON
WANTED: HOUSES
to
boat, 55 hp Evinrude- motor.
lamp,some depression glass and other glass, lots of
paint. Free estimates. 492Docked at Cypress Crick.
We Kentucky
small
Riding
push
collectors
items.
and
mowers;
,
4
8746.
C4I
901
324
0998.
Lawnmowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
Aldine Service
garden
lots
barrows,
wheel
of
tools
tiller,
garden
Auction
Sol.,
BASEMENT?
licensed- Bonded
Anywhere,
We
WET
16' SPEED BOAT with 115 hp
and Evinrude outboard motors up to 35 hp, and
make wet basements dry,
Anytime
Evinrude. Boat, motor, life
and miscellaneous items.
Insured
chain saws.
work completely guarenteed.
preservers, skiis, ski rope,
For information call:
Experienced depenCall or write Morgan Coneverything you need. $4500.
All Reel fatale Auctions Held Jointly With Henderson Real Estate
struction Co., Route 2, Box
dable service at
Call 753.8223 most any time.
Pet Foulliner Appr entice Auctioneer -Richer d Kennentore
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
Can be seen at 1416 B
reasonable.-..prices. I
call day or night, 1-442-7026.
Ph. 376-2714
Stadium View Drive,
Ph. 376-264.1
PHONE 492-8511
work.
guarantee
my
56. FREE COLUMN
Randall Rushing-Auctioneer
SALE: LAST chance! New
435-4128
IP 2 foot Snark Wildflower
HAZEL, KY.42948
FREE LONG haired -white
Pb. 376-5679
sailboat. $400. 753 5534
kittens. Ca11436 5650
49 USED CARS

497USED CARS

es,
, 4
ter
NG
•,
ith
tic,

ion
iota
all
and
753

I. 3

• R5
7$3.

1975 FORD ELITE, loaded,
37,000 actual miles. 492 8256

iii144144

We Install And
Service Everything
We Sell At e

Car
Hems
Stereo's
Stereo's
- - World
ii 222 So. 12th of Sound
evy
ner
wer
AM
759

4

WARMIN G EMPERATURE AND IN_
.REASING CLOUDINESS TODAY WITH
'OSSIBLE NITRIC ACID SHOWE
RS
TI119 EVE NING.II

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

BACKNOE
WORK &
BULLDOZING
437-4533
After 8 P.M.
354-8161

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

AUCTION SALE

olifiRDPS WELDING

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
153-8298

Henderson Real Estate

and

Small Engine Service
Authorized Briggs and Stratton Dealer
Work Preformed On:

Jack
Stanley
Plumbing
and
liqusehold
'Repair

Sales and Service On Atlas
Lawnmowers Tillers

CHESTERS AUCTION SERVICE

759-1021

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE

Murray
Mayfield
Wingo

"Professional Services With The Friendly Touch"

Witt The 1. rtendti Touch

KING-SIZE FAMILY NOME
BRAND NEW LLSTING...Need a big home on a
quiet street with some shade. See this NEW 4
bedroom, 3 bath home at 1530 Beckett. Large
sunken family, room with fireplace & raised
hearth. Play room upstairs. Large walk-in
closets. 2 Heat Pumps. About 3,500 sq. ft. in
house. You must see the interior to appreciate.
Call Today For Appointment.

PRIME LOCATION!
A well constructed older brick 2 story home that
• offers 4 bedrooms, formal dining, 2 fireplaces,
reading room, screened side porch, full
basement and central gas heat. The extra deep
lot is well landscaped. Priced at $42,500.

3.

MINI-FARM
Only 3 miles S.E. of Murray, this wellconstructed, 2 B.R. frame home (large unfinislled upstairs, could be 3rd bedroom ), elec.
heat, carpeted. Spacious kitchen dining area, 10
productive acres. Four acre corner lot on Locust
Grove Road makes an ideal building site. Mid
40's.

RARE CHARM-RARE VALUE

OWNER SAYS SELL

A fine home in perfect condition. Spacious home
with 4 BR., 2 baths, study, playroom, fireplace,
large-fenced-in back yard with beautiful trees &
shrubs would be perfect for the growing family.
Also has ceAtral gas heat, central AC., 2 car
garage- extra storage. Don't Delay!

302 N. 17th Street - near M.S.U. This 3 bedroom
B.V. home is ready to move into, large kitchendining area good sized bedrooms. Shady MI, new
outside storage bldg. ONLY $34,900.

t
%
•
Ita i04

Barbara Irwin 753 4136
Audro Moody 753 9036
1.8. Hook 753-2387

ONE OF CALLOWAY
CO.'S FINEST FARMS

JUNE IS BURSTING
OUT ALL OVER

Modern 6 room brick home, heatolator fireplace,
covered brick patio, white fences, 74 acres, 60
tillable, 10 in valuable Oak timber,4 in pasture, 3
barns and equipment shed. 61
/
2 miles S.W. of
Murray. Don't Miss This Opportunity.

And we're bursting with pride over this beautiful
newly listed home at 1715 Holiday Drive, 3 BR., 2
bath By., entry hall, large den w/fireplace,
built-ins, economical central gas heat. Double
garage. 100' x 150' lot. Owners leaving state.
Their Loss-Your Gain. JUST REDUCED!

BEAUTIFULLY REMODELLED

REDUCED-REDUCED-REDUCED

215 S. 11th - 3 bedroom, B.V. & Frame home.
Lovely wall-to-wall carpeting, beautiful kitchen
cabinets with ceramic tile counter, dishwasher,
built-in range, exhaust fan,electric heat. All new
wiriug and plumbing. Yard recently landscaped.
A Terrific flity At $32,000.

513 Beale - This neat 2 bedroom home, electric
heat, carpeted, kitchen appliances included.
Perfect for small family - you can buy this and
pay less than rent. Only $22,900 - Less than
replacement cost.

SERVING ME ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA
Warren Shropshire 753 8277

•

"Do Business Where Business Is Being Done"

Reuben Moody 753 9036
Homer Miller 753-7319
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The Rest
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grabbed my bag. I was
ROME ( AP)— Increasingly screaming at him but he kept
aggressive Roman thieves are pulling and he dragged me out
working the airports, high- of the car. When he got the bag
ways and narrow streets of the he smiled at me," Mrs.
Italian capital, and U.S. Tortolani recounted.
consular officials report an
The thief escaped in a
upsurge of crime against waiting Fiat, the same light
American tourists.
green car that Mrs. Tortolani
An American couple who noticed driving behind then)
their
on
came . here
from the airport.
honeymoon were the latest
The US. Consulate said it
victims, picked clean of was the fourth such incident
Martha Whits
Betty Crocker
passports, money and jewels involving tourists who rented
$aw Moist
before they even reacted their a car in two weeks. Last year,
hotel.
cooperation between airport
Starting with record crowds police and the US. and
during the sun-splashed seteral West European
Easter period, Italy is ex- consulates helped crack a ring
periencing a tourist boom with of thieves who followed rented
West Germans and Americans cars into the city, and usually
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pack. An
lending the
in the area of the exposition
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officials here say
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ning and rented a car at recorded 70 passports stolen in
Leonardo Da Vinci airport; April and 111 stolen in May,
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Bonus Special
Both With
$25.00 Order

Choice of 1 With
$1230 Order

FLOUR OR
MEAL

$1 59

49C BEEF STEW

CANNING SALT

PORK
'iSTEAK mOitikeli JUICE
$1129 OIL
lb. I 4111111111111111M.
CORNED BEEF

OLEO
Merit snack
CRACKERS

Ackol

49'
59c

/ SLICED
BACON

CAT FOOD

MILK

99'
99c
59c

MILK

CHEESE

-

5/1

DINNERS

lb

Emge Fully Cooked

5169

Si 09

Half or Whole 14-17 lb ayg

51 19

WIENERS
Fields 1 Lb

BOLOGNA
Grade A Fresh

CHICKEN BREASTS
:arle* A4::mw

DRESSING

r D
CifFOO

4/89'

BEEF

•

5119

SWISS STEAK

SPAGHETTI

CHUCK
ROAST
89

59c

California Jumbo
lb 598

Owen 's Best

CANTALOUPE
Home Grown

BAKED HAM
HAM

lb 5298

BAR-B-0 RIBS
SALAD

CABBAGE
California

holt or whole S219
_

TURKEY BREASTS

a
C d(Esi

69'
15C

PRODUCE DEPT

lb

S329

lb
•

RED PLUMS
ES
APPLES
APL

lb 5289
Golden Ripe

5199
lb

lb

79`
15'
59`

Grown

JUNE

Owen s Best Pit Cooked

S109

69'

PUNCH

DELI

Owen 's Best Oven Baked
it)

BAR-B-0
SAUCE
raft
MAYONNAISE

899c

DOG FOOD

U S Cho,ce Boneless
753-2h1;

PORK & BEANS

Owens Famous Pit Baked

Field's 1 Lb

lah St Niarra.

69`
3/87'
99C

CATSUP

.Owen's Famous Pit Bor B

Leon

PORK CUTLETS

1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme. 2 door: color
burgundy with burgundy vinyl roof, power
steering: power brakes, air conditioner, rally
wheels, bucket seats, console. - - Sole Price
Book Price
$2,72.5.00

STEAK SAUCE

69`
sal"

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

HAMS

691' PANCAKE MIX
49C HAMBURGER DILL.S.,.

WATERMELON CANTALOUPE
HONEYDEW

Si 49

SPAGHETTI SAUCE

,
99C
79c
79c

$131

ORANGE JUIC

JELLY

TEA .

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

I

CHICKEN
LEGS

I"

MILK

al..' MOW Mg*
'
MeMir

$439

99c

TEA BAGS

antIC

Cake
Mix

PINK
SALMON

FREE

Nixon Cancels
Plans To Attend
Moon Walk Festival

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

BANANAS

lb

39c

19c

